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P

ost-approval changes (PACs) are inextricable sequelae of
living in the real world. “They are inevitable and necessary throughout the life of a drug product—to implement
new knowledge, maintain a state of control, and drive continual
improvement … Many PACs require regulatory agency approval
by individual countries before implementation. Because of the
global regulatory complexity, individual PACs usually take
years for full worldwide approval even when they reduce patient
risk, improve compliance, or enhance the manufacturing process or test methods” (1).
A modification to a vaccine, sold in a dozen different countries, can require more than 100 new approvals. If successfully handled by a robust internal (and already well proven)
pharmaceutical quality system (PQS) to manage these modif ications, time, energy, and money—for both the manufacturer and also the regulators—would be saved. Both BioPharm
International and Pharmaceutical Technology have published a
series of position papers on this topic. They cover “Change of
Lot or Extension of Shelf-life of Reference Standard”, “Change
in Size of Thermal Shipping Solution Used for Transport of
Product”, and “Addition of a Testing Lab to an Existing Testing
Site,” among other facets.
The 2022 Parenteral Drug Association (PDA)/FDA Joint
Regulatory Conference in Washington, DC truly showcased
how well industry stakeholders can communicate and cooperate. Sufficient trust has been established, one would think, such
that some of these product modifications can be managed in
a streamlined and expedited fashion. Particularly since these
positions are proposed by senior quality leaders (chief quality
officers and heads of quality) from more than 20 global pharmaceutical companies, and “are speaking with “One-VoiceOf-Quality” (1VQ ) to advocate for an effective management
of specific PACs that currently are handled as a prior-approval
change in some countries, but where a standard science and
risk-based approach concludes that these should be downgraded
to a notification or handled only in the PQS (2).
Special mention should be given to Emma Ramnarine,
Globa l Head, E x terna l Development Col laborations at
Genentech/Roche, and Anders Vinther, VP Quality at Kronos
Bio, for galvanizing action in this field.

REFERENCES
1. M.C. Beckers et al., Pharm Tech 46 (9) (2022).
2. Pharmaceutical Regulatory Science Team, Industry OneVoice-of Quality (1VQ) for Post-Approval Changes (PAC),
accessed Sept. 26, 2022.
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From the Editor

Industry’s
Best Secret

I

n business, understanding future key
variables ahead of competitors provides
a decisive advantage. In highly reguChris Spivey is
lated industries, such as pharmaceuticals, the editorial director of
this includes policy and compliance filing BioPharm International.
changes. Despite an editors’ mission being to educate and
inform, I have been conflicted about sharing the following. The
reason the first and second rules of fight club are famously “do
not talk about fight club” is that productive events often depend
on a delicate framework balancing expression, fun, and flexible
social mores against a need for certainty and durable authoritative institutions. The annual PDA/FDA Joint Regulatory
Conference is, in this way, the same as fight club. I concluded
that sharing the fact that there are secrets is entirely different
from sharing any of the secrets themselves.
Advertising for the conference says it “is designed to
share approaches that facilitate sustainable compliance with
CGMPs [current good manufacturing practices] by addressing emerging risks to manufacturing and supply chain reliability [and that] it will provide forums for open discussion
between FDA representatives and industry experts, and offer
opportunities for the application of approaches that enhance
assurance of raw material quality, quality assurance management of contract manufacturing relationships, root cause analysis, and use of current technologies... [and that] key themes
will include leveraging the digital and automation revolution,
contamination control strategy, latest FDA CGMP trends,
how to respond effectively to FDA 483s” and so on (1).
Pivotally, this description left out the secret that “open
discussion” extends to a willingness to listen and take into
account new information and anecdote, genuine attempts to
learn about and resolve short and long-term problems, and
heartfelt honest opinion and conjecture. Cumulatively, that
makes this event easily the most useful time spent during the
year. Details themselves are expressly “off-the-record” and not
to be talked about outside of the event. That’s the engine that
generates the power of this event, creating more light than
heat. Attendance will provide a decisive advantage to anyone
attending, and there’s clearly no reason to fight about that.

REFERENCE

1. FDA, 2022 PDA/FDA Joint Regulatory Conference,
Events, FDA.gov, accessed Sept. 27, 2022. ◆
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Regulatory Beat

Advancing Global Collaboration for Drug
Testing, Regulation, and Manufacturing

R

egulatory authorities and biopharma
companies are engaged in a range of
collaborations to harmonize research
methods, approval standards, and quality production methods key to expanding global drug
production. While some initiatives predated the
COVID-19 pandemic, the ongoing health emergency has elevated the importance of collaboration
to speed biomedical research efforts and to ensure
broad access to quality medicines and vaccines.
An important message from COVID-19 is the
critical need for global regulatory convergence,
commented Peter Marks, director of the Center
for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER), at
the PDA/FDA Joint Regulatory Conference held
on Sept. 12, 2022. He warned, though, that the
move toward greater information sharing seen in
recent years is “slipping away” as the pandemic
recedes, speaking to the importance of joint
efforts to provide pharmacovigilance information
and review findings.
Such initiatives are not new for FDA, which
has worked for decades to provide technical assistance to regulatory authorities in
low- and middle-income countries to advance
regulatory convergence and improve
d r ug pro duc t ion met ho d s. T he
Promoting Quality of Medicines Plus
(PQM+) program implemented by
the US Pharmacopeia with support
from the US Agency for International
Development (USAID) aims to build
in-country regulatory capacity to
ensure broad production of high-quality treatments for neglected tropical
Jill Wechsler is diseases, tuberculosis, and other infecBioPharm International’s tions. A FDA online seminar explained
Washington editor, these issues for global regulators from
jillwechsler7@gmail.com. lower-income regions, with agency
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experts describing the agency’s submission and
regulatory processes and collaborative efforts to
advance drug quality testing (1).
Pharmaceutical manufacturers in Europe
and other industrial nations similarly are working to ensure equitable access to vaccines and
treatments in future pandemics, as seen in
a framework devised by the International
Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers &
Associations (IFPMA) to improve responses to
future health emergencies. A declaration issued
in July 2022 calls for the assessment and identification of successes in pathogen surveillance and
vaccine development and distribution during the
pandemic. The organization calls on biopharmaceutical companies to help regulators strengthen
pandemic preparedness and response capabilities
to accelerate the delivery of vaccines, treatments,
and diagnostics in their regions (2).
Similarly, the International Coalition of
Medicines Regulatory Authorities (ICMR A)
aims to harmonize standards for collecting realworld evidence, for assessing manufacturing
information, and for conducting inspections to
support quality assessments. One program
encourages collaborative assessment of chemistry,
manufacturing, and control (CMC) data to facilitate post-approval changes and inspections in
different regions (3).
FDA also supports global clinical testing
and review efforts, such as Project Orbis at its
Oncology Center of Excellence (OCE), which was
launched in 2019 to advance cancer drug development and regulation. Under the program,
sponsors submit applications for high-impact
oncology products simultaneously to participating regulators in Australia, Canada, Singapore,
Switzerland, Brazil, the United Kingdom, and
the United States to facilitate collaboration and

www.biopharminternational.com
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FDA backs joint reviews, common research policies,
and modern production methods around the world.

Regulatory Beat

agreement on reviews for new
cancer drugs and supplements for
added indications. While OCE coordinates the program, each regulatory authority makes independent
regulatory decisions.
The International Council for
Harmonisation (ICH) continues
to seek agreement from regulatory
authorities and industry on new and
revised standards for clinical testing and quality manufacturing of
drugs and biologics. Current efforts
aim to advance common strategies
for validation and selection of analytical procedures in drug testing,
for assessment and control of impurities in drugs, and for validating
bioanalytical assays. A new initiative is developing guidelines for
including pregnant and breastfeeding women in clinical trials, while
another project is mapping harmonized approaches for regulating
generic drug development (4). These
and other ICH initiatives will be further discussed at its annual assembly
Nov. 15–16, 2022 in Korea.

PRIVACY HURDLES
One obstacle to global biomedical
regulatory harmonization, however, arises from an effort in the
European Union to revise and
strengthen its data privacy framework, despite the potential for
blocking regulatory access to necessary clinical trial information
and adverse event reports. The EU’s
General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR) adopted in 2018 aim to
limit the release of individual information related to a range of personal activities, including health
care. Unfortunately, these policies
have created difficulties for FDA
bioresearch monitoring program
(BIMO) inspections and for sponsors submitting information on
study subjects in new drug applications and other documents.
A report from FDA’s Europe Office
posted Aug. 9, 2022 describes how
the GDPR prevents FDA BIMO
investigators from reviewing and
copying clinical health data involving EU citizens participating in

multi-national clinical trails and
in reviewing certain demographic
and other information normally
included in applications sent to
the agency (5). While the EU data
framework aims to protect private
information on a range of activities, the resulting limits on FDA’s
ability to assess EU health information pose difficulties in advancing
a global clinical research framework
and common regulatory policies.

REFERENCES

1. FDA, Regulatory Best Practices for
Global Access to Medicines, Including
Anti-TB Medicines, Online Seminar, Aug.
16–18, 2022.
2. IFPMA, “Pharma Proposes to Work With
G7 and G20 on a Joint Solution for Better
Access to Vaccines and Treatments
Around the World for Future Pandemics,”
News Release, July 19, 2022.
3. ICMRA, “International Pilot
Programmes to Streamline Regulatory
Assessments and Inspections–Call For
Industry Applications,” Press Release,
June 2022.
4. ICH, “ICH Assembly Meeting, Athens,
Greece, May 2022 A Successful Hybrid
Meeting,” Press Release, June 1, 2022.
5. H. Messick, “How a European Data
Law Is Impacting FDA,” FDA.gov,
Aug. 9, 2022. 

Clinical Trial Modernization Raises FDA Compliance Issues
The shift towards greater use of remote data collection and conditions, Ashley acknowledged. He noted a
methods and innovative clinical trial designs has focused shift to more pragmatic study designs, increased used
the attention of FDA officials on related challenges for of real-world data and evidence, and decentralized
ensuring the quality and accuracy of research reports and and point-of-care trial operations—developments that
appropriate protection of research participants. In outlin- also generate concerns among regulatory officials for
ing a range of compliance issues important to drug devel- ensuring that clinical data can be relied on in making
opment and oversight, Don Ashley, director of the Office regulatory decisions.
One approach for addressing the reliability of innovative
of Compliance in the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, recently addressed how an increasingly complex research is for sponsors to adopt quality-by-design
clinical research system raises issues for ensuring the reli- methods for clinical research operations, as is now
widespread for drug manufacturing, Ashley proposed.
ability of research results and patient safety.
For many clinical trials, Ashley observed in a compliance This involves ensuring that trial design is adequate to
policy presentation at the PDA/FDA Joint Regulatory answer the scientific question so that results are credible
Conference on Sept. 13, 2022 that the COVID-19 and resulting data is sufficiently accurate and reliable—fit
pandemic encouraged the adoption of modern study for purpose—to support decision making. When using
approaches, creating new challenges in the process. digital technology to obtain study data, sponsors also
These developments and the overall modernization of should consider how to ensure that the rights, safety, and
clinical trial design, operational approaches, and data welfare of trial participants are adequately protected.
sources have helped increase the speed and efficiency
—Jill Wechsler
in developing medical products to treat serious diseases

www.biopharminternational.com
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Cover Story: Fill/Finish

Focus on Fill and Finish
Both demand for and investment in fill/finish capacity continue to rise.
CYNTHIA A. CHALLENER

OVERALL DEMAND GROWTH

The number of conventional monoclonal antibodies in the
clinical pipeline remains high, even at a time when many new
modalities—multispecifics, antibody conjugates, fusion proteins,
and other next-generation antibody-based products; cell and
gene therapies; nucleic acid-based treatments—and other novel
entities are progressing from early to later development stages.
There are also well more than 100 COVID-19 vaccines in clinical development, the vast majority of which are administered
via injection and thus require aseptic fill/finish processing.
“Continued innovation in both conventional and next-generation protein therapeutics, cell and gene therapies, RNA- and
DNA-based treatments, and vaccine technologies is driving
demand for fill/finish capacity,” says Ping-Yang Yeh, president
10
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of AltruBio Taiwan, a subsidiary of AltruBio, Inc. He notes
that the increase in demand for fill/finish capabilities just to
meet the production needs for COVID-19 vaccines alone
could account for the majority of existing capacity and thus
potentially render a slowdown of clinical development and
commercialization for other biotherapeutic candidates.
The increased demand for fill/finish operations is presenting scheduling challenges and requiring the need for better
planning and more accurate demand forecasting, agrees Fred
Fleitz, group vice president, chemistry, manufacturing and
controls at Arrowhead Pharmaceuticals

WIDENING PRODUCT DIVERSITY

The greater diversity of biologic modalities is creating some
challenges with respect to fill/finish processes, according to
Yeh. “Many of these biotherapeutics are unstable at room temperature and therefore require rapid fill/finish processing and
delivery to the clinic. They also often are targeted therapies
and thus more potent and produced in smaller batch sizes.
Addressing both of these issues requires high agility and speed
in fill/finish operations,” he observes.
CYNTHIA A . CHALLENER, PhD, is a contributing editor to
BioPharm International.

www.biopharminternational.com
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T

he biopharmaceutical pipeline is changing with respect
to the diversity of modalities and delivery technologies while it is also expanding. This evolution has
placed pressure on fill/finish capacity and capabilities across
the sector. These challenges continue to be exacerbated
by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has also highlighted
supply-chain and cold-chain issues. Investments in both
additional capacity and new equipment are improving the
situation, but demand growth is expected to outpace these
activities, at least into the near future.

Personalized Solutions
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Bring Your Therapies to Life with Our Custom Media Services
FUJIFILM Irvine Scientific provides a suite of cell culture media services
for early and late stage development of biologics manufacturing and
cell and gene therapy. From developing new media, through optimizing
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•
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Optimization service

•

Scale-up your manufacturing with our Express Media Service

•

Optimize your media workflow with our Manufacturing Science
and Technology

•

Discover your media’s shelf-life potential with our stability studies

For more information, reach out to your local sales representative or visit our website.

www.irvinesci.com
© 2022 FUJIFILM Irvine Scientific. FUJIFILM Irvine Scientific, its logo, IS CHO-CD, and Custom Media Services are trademarks of FUJIFILM Irvine Scientific in various jurisdictions. PN013658.REV00.
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Changes in efficiency and productivity during manufacturing operations are, agrees Kelly Christiansen,
vice president and general manager of
Emergent CDMO’s Rockville manufacturing facility, being largely driven
by the growth of novel therapeutics and
vaccines for rare and orphan indications,
as well as new drug formulations that
require technological advancements and
flexible solutions for manufacturing.
Christiansen points specifically to the
need for expertise in complex molecule
formulation to help overcome challenges
with stability and efficacy, including experience working with traditional liquid and
lyophilized formulations as well as more
complex bioconjugates, liposomes, and
nanoparticle formulations. He adds that
having the right equipment in place to
ensure manufacturing needs are met for
these novel modalities can be challenging.
One example highlighted by Yeh is the
growing need for lyophilization capabilities, given the potential for freeze-drying
to help overcome stability issues while
enabling storage within the conventional
cold-chain infrastructure (e.g., 2–8 oC vs
-20–70 oC). “An increase in capacity for
lyophilization fill/finish manufacturing
and greater versatility in pharmaceutical
container selection are needed,” he says.
The need to manage complex formulations and particularly high-viscosity
products is another growing issue that
is affecting fill/finish operations. Highconcentration protein formulation
has become a key enabler for patient
self-administration for chronic disease
indications. However, efforts to develop
highly concentrated biologics for subcutaneous delivery can often result in
viscosities at the edge of what peristaltic pumps can manage, according to
Christy Eatmon, an R&D staff scientist in the Pharma Services group of
Thermo Fisher Scientific.
“Care needs to be taken to handle
these highly concentrated antibodies so
that aggregation does not occur,” Eatmon
comments. Yeh also remarks that fill/finish manufacturers should focus on the
12
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design of processes and equipment specifically for viscous biologics solutions
so that line wastage can be reduced and
recovery improved for these often-expensive drug substances.
Special handling or filling modifications may also be required for suspensions and dispersions to ensure
homogeneity, Eatmon comments. Yeh
agrees that the nature of vaccine and
therapeutic modalities will determine
facility design needs, including processes
and components of choice.
As an example, Yeh mentions messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines formulated as lipid nanoparticles (LNPs),
which are unlike standard protein therapeutics that are typically soluble in
aqueous formulations. In addition to
continued need around the world for
mRNA vaccines and boosters against
the initial and newer variants of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus, the success of the
first two COVID-19 mRNA vaccines
has driven interest in the use of these
platforms for additional indications,
observes Eatmon.
The discrepancy between mRNA
and protein therapeutic formulations
could impact the design of processing
steps and the choice of equipment for
manufacturing, while the greater instability of mRNA vaccines may reduce
the time allowable for fill/finish operations to minimize room temperature
exposure, according to Yeh. In fact, as
more complex processes become the
standard, process design and development of suites that allow for emulsion/
dispersion technology will be required,
according to Eatmon.
The constraints associated with mRNA
products and other similar types of formulations, therefore, pose additional
operational complexities in facility and
logistics design and require additional
resources compared to those needed for
the standard processing of protein therapeutics, Yeh concludes.
In a similar vein, Eatmon notes that
with the emergence of more intravitreal
products, development of solutions for

the delivery of small fill volumes in the
range of 0.15–0.25 mL will be increasingly important.
Finally, with such a growing diversity
of biologic modalities, manufacturers are
faced with a shortage of qualified technical experts to support fill/finish operations
from the process engineering, quality
assurance and quality control, and regulatory perspective, according to Yeh. “Talent
recruitment and retention, including rigorous training programs, will become crucial for fill/finish manufacturers that wish
to stay competitive,” he contends.

SHIFT TO READY-TO-USE
CONTAINERS

The wider range of modalities is not the
only change affecting fill/finish operations. There is also a shift in the industry towards single-use delivery systems
(also considered ready-to-use containers) such as pre-filled syringes (PFS) and
single-dose vials (SDVs), according to
Sophia Percival, director of drug product
manufacturing for Catalent.
For COVID-19 vaccines, multi-dose
vials were used so that more people
could be treated in the shortest amount
of time. At this later point in the pandemic, however, companies are now
considering ways to optimize resources
and make delivery of treatments more
patient- and carer-friendly. “PFSs and
SDVs help ensure the correct dosing
of patients and can also significantly
reduce drug product waste,” Percival
says. Patient and caregiver safety,
including avoiding needlestick injury to
those administering vaccines and treatments and disposing of spent needles,
remain key drivers, she adds. Direct-topatient delivery and home care are also
made easier with PFSs and SDVs.
Eatmon agrees: “One of the biggest drivers in the movement to prefilled syringes is the desire to make
products easier to use. Whether that’s in
emergency medicine or at home by
patients, there is an increasing desire
for efficiency and ease in delivery of parenteral medicines.”
www.biopharminternational.com
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Of course, as more products move
from vials to syringes (and cartridges), the
need for syringe capacity is growing.

PANDEMIC IMPACTS

equipment that allow for more internal
control and less reliance on the global
supply chain for materials consumed
during processing.
Impacts of the pandemic continue
even though the virus is slowly becoming
endemic. “I believe the COVID-19 pandemic will continue to apply stress to the
fill/finish sector due to the high demand
for manufacturing capacity and raw material supply,” Yeh comments.

The COVID-19 pandemic affected all
business around the world, including the
biopharmaceutical industry and fill/finish
activities. It had, says Belinda Holdsworth,
senior director, strategic growth project
lead, Lonza Drug Product Services, a dramatic impact across the globe with almost
no region left unaffected, and magnified
SUPPLY-CHAIN CHALLENGES
the challenges of unpredictable demand
Shortages do still continue to plague manand demand fluctuations. Specifically, it
ufactures and range for single-use compotriggered the rapid development of vac- nents such as bags and filters to primary
cines, antivirals, antibody therapies, and
packaging components, including vials,
diagnostic products, which in turn
PFSs, and cartridges. Access to dependresulted in significant and rapid capacity
able shipping remains an issue as well.
ramp-up and, in the fill/finish sector, tech“To address these challenges,” says
nological growth to support analytics and
Eatmon, “efforts are ongoing with supagile fill/finish capabilities.
pliers and customers to account for long
At the same time, Holdsworth
lead times and also look for alternatives
believes the pandemic drove biopharma
that can be considered equivalent and will
companies to assess their manufacturing
have minimal impact to the product valinetworks and supply chains, particularly
dation and regulatory strategy.”
in the scope of resilience. “This includes
It is also imperative that fill/finish
securing supply chains through dual
manufacturers keep a close watch on
source manufacturing and raw material
the quality of incoming raw materials.
suppliers, on-shoring of manufacturing, “Proactive raw-material-supplier manand response to personnel disruptions,” agement is imperative, particularly when
she explains.
a raw-material supplier makes changes
Indeed, according to Percival, the
to a process that may have inadvertent
COVID-19 pandemic brought about
negative impacts on product quality,” Yeh
a significant and permanent change in
states. “A thorough risk assessment on
the way that the pharmaceutical indus- the adjacency of the raw material to the
try approaches the supply chain. “We
safety and efficacy of the product can help
are now more attuned to how materi- to manage the priority,” he adds. “In the
als are sourced globally, and how small
meantime,” Yeh continues, “capability in
changes to production in one part of
forensic sciences and analysis should be
the world can significantly limit the
established via the science-based approach
supply of critical materials,” she says.
to defend the decision on the disposition
In fact, Fleitz notes that the COVID- of batches, particularly when it comes to
19 pandemic continues to present sup- raw-material impacts.”
ply-chain issues, particularly for the supply
Yeh in particular points to issues with
of glass vials, caps, and seals, as well as
the supply of single-use system (SUS)
with respect to the ability to achieve reli- components, for which lead times can
able, timely shipping of goods.
be as long as 12 months. He does note
Percival also observes that the pan- that suppliers have been ramping up
demic reminded manufacturers about the
production through scale-up of existing
benefits of more traditional production
processes and the building of additional
methods, including reusable tanks and
manufacturing plants. However, he cauwww.biopharminternational.com

tions that rapid expansion has in some
cases resulted in compromised quality
for some components depending on the
process used to produce them and the
particular manufacturing sites where
they are made. These issues have, in
turn, led to a higher incidence rate for
manufacturing deviations and product
lot rejections, according to Yeh.

EXPANDED USE OF
DISPOSABLE TECHNOLOGIES

Although there has been some recognition of the value that permanent stainless-steel manufacturing equipment can
provide in times of supply shortages, the
interest in disposable technologies for
biologics manufacturing at commercial scale, including fill/finish operations,
continues to grow.
“Industry competition continues to
drive the need for improved efficiencies,
lower costs, higher quality, safety, and
regulatory compliance, and greater manufacturing agility. In response to these
demands, the use of [SUS] continues
to grow, as single-use technologies have
proven to reduce overall facility costs
while providing faster changeover times
and lowering cross-contamination risk,”
explains Holdsworth. The COVID-19
pandemic accelerated this trend.
Another related trend in biomanufacturing, according to Yeh, is the shift
towards agile, modular design. “This
new approach enables the reduction
of facility footprints, speeds of the
design-build-validation process, supports smaller batch sizes, and like SUS,
reduced change-over times. All of these
features are advantageous for novel biologic modalities, such as antibody-drug
conjugates, bispecific antibodies, mRNA
vaccines and therapeutics, and personalize medicines,” he comments.

MORE EMPHASIS ON CLOSED
AND AUTOMATED PROCESSING

Given the need for aseptic processing,
the industry has been moving towards
the use of closed processing solutions for
many fill/finish operations. This trend is
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drug approvals are being filed by small
in alignment with the greater adoption
of single-use technologies, and these sys- and medium-sized pharma and biotech
companies with no in-house manufacturtems provide better control over aseptic
filling and thus greater sterility assurance, ing capabilities. CDMOs are strengthening their services across the full lifecycle,
according to Fleitz.
including product development, clinical
“Gloveless, closed systems with robotic
testing, commercial manufacturing, and
handling, filling, and closure processes
regulatory expertise, supporting this
provide a high level of sterility and fill
industry segment,” she says.
accuracy and are ideal for supporting
The COVID-19 pandemic only reinhigh-value, small-batch-size drug products such as next-generation therapies,” forced the pre-existing trend toward
outsourcing. One fundamental change
observes Christiansen.
has been a shift to engagement by drug
Christiansen has seen the shift away
makers in strategic partnerships with the
from restricted access barrier systems
(RABS) toward isolator systems in com- contract manufacturers they include in
bination with increasing use of automa- their established manufacturing networks.
tion to streamline fill/finish operations. “Fill/finish vendors are becoming more of
an integrated partner with our operations
Isolator lines provide the flexibility for
team, increasing the level of communicaboth large-scale therapeutic filling and
enable smaller fill quantities for more tar- tion between us and vendors,” Fleitz notes.
Eatmon agrees that the role of the
geted and potent products. Certain prodCDMO is changing. Rather than just
ucts (e.g., viral therapies), he notes, require
provide one or two services that are prethe use of isolator technology.
“Isolators represent the supe- defined, partnerships are being formed in
which both the CDMO and customer
rior choice in terms of sterility and
eliminate more contamination risks, work together to come up with creative
solutions for quality products. She points
especially when combined with
to the increased demand for pre-filled
room controls such as biosafety
level 2 environments,” Christiansen states. syringes as an important driver. “For PFSs,
there is not only a need to fill the drug
In addition, such fill lines with integrated
lyophilization capabilities minimize oper- product, there is an increased demand for
ator interventions and ensure aseptic con- devices such as autoinjectors, necessitating
engineering teams on both sides to come
ditions from fill to freeze drying.
together and work on selecting the best
Furthermore, isolators allow campaign
device for the application.”
filling, in which manufacturers fill one
This more strategic approach, says
batch after the next without any intervening vaporous hydrogen peroxide cleaning Holdsworth, will facilitate regionalization, with manufacturing capabilities
cycles, which is an optimal approach for
established around the world in countries
late-phase and commercial products that
where manufacturing was traditionally not
are produced in larger volumes.
strong. “This CDMO growth will bring
much
sought-after resilience to the market,
RISING RELIANCE
facilitating
expedited time-to-market and
ON OUTSOURCING
improving
cost
efficiencies,” she contends.
One of the most significant trends in
It is also helping some drug makers
the fill/finish sector is the rapid growth
of the contract development and man- better manage the currently heavily conufacturing organization (CDMO) mar- strained pharmaceutical supply chain,
according to Percival. “Sponsor comket, according to Holdsworth. Grand
panies are relying more heavily on their
View Research predicts the sector will
outsourcing partners, requiring them to
expand at a compound annual growth
diversify their supply chains and assure
rate of 6.1% to reach $14.0 billion by
reliable supply,” she notes.
2030 (1). “An increasing number of new
14
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Finding good-fit CDMOs is essential, though, Yeh emphasizes, particularly
for small and virtual biotech companies,
which constitute a significant segment
of the biopharma industry. “While the
general considerations of a competitive
cost-structure and capacity are important,
smaller companies also tend to value other
differentiation factors too, including skill
set, regulatory experiences, proven regulatory inspection record, operational agility,
technical innovation, and ability to support projects from start to finish,” he says.
In fact, Yeh believes it is becoming
increasingly important and highly desirable for CDMOs to provide support
for development and manufacturing
of both biologic drug substances and
drug products through fill/finish, product inspection, labeling, and packaging “under the same roof ”. “The fill/
finish service can then be offered as a
continuation of the drug substance
manufacturing service and be subjected to the same quality framework.
Logistics, planning and procurement
can also be streamlined to gain consistency and efficiency,” he explains.
With more combination products
moving through the pipeline, such as
PFSs that require autoinjectors, Yeh adds
that the ability to streamline operations
and logistics will become a key differentiating factor. Fleitz notes, too, that “endto-end” CDMOs with the flexibility to
support filling of both small batches for
early-phase clinical programs and larger-volume filling within to meet Phase III
and commercial needs will be in demand.

EQUIPMENT ADVANCES

Manufacturers are not completely alone
as they work to meet evolving fill/finish needs. Equipment vendors are aware
of the key shifts in the sector, and some
have already expended significant effort
to introduce new solutions. Yeh points
to new types of aseptic filling systems
that integrate technologies applicable for
ready-to-use pharmaceutical glass containers and isolator systems that comprise modular processing units with
www.biopharminternational.com
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built-in robotic capabilities. “Such new
equipment offers the advantages of a
smaller manufacturing footprint, shorter
design-build-validation times, and minimization of human interventions during
operations. They also provide the flexibility needed to manage the ever-increasing
demand for fill/finish capacity and provide an effective way to generate process
insights through efficient data collection
and analysis,” he believes.

the field forward significantly. “Aseptic
fill/finish continues to be a dynamic
and exciting area of the pharmaceutical industry,” avers Eatmon. Yeh adds
that although the focus in the biopharma industry has traditionally been
on drug substance manufacturing, the
sector has matured to the point where
platform technologies are now widely
used. He believes that “the time has

come for the focus to shift to drug
product manufacturing, with an emphasis on fill/finish, as it is a key enabler for
product differentiation.”
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INVESTMENT SURGE

The need to produce millions of doses
of COVID-19 vaccines led to a huge
surge in fill/finish infrastructure investment, according to Holdsworth. She
stresses that this high level of capacity
expansion remains strong and sustained.
“Even so,” she adds, “global capacity
remains insufficient, and ongoing infrastructure investment, particularly by
CDMOs, is needed to ease this gap.”
Christiansen notes that the continuing
significant investment is largely in isolator-based technology “because of the
flexibility it offers for aseptic filling, processing both vials and syringes, and the
enhanced sterility assurance made possible through minimized operator interventions and automation.” Emergent
CDMO has, for instance, proactively
invested more than $150 million in capability expansions across multiple sites to
provide additional drug-product manufacturing automation and capacity, including isolator technology, inspection, and
packaging and labeling lines.
Eatmon, meanwhile, underscores
the fact that investments are not just
needed to expand fill/finish capacity. “Significant funding also must be
directed towards increasing the capacity for inspection, packaging, and other
supporting activities,” she states.

FOCUS ON DRUG PRODUCT
MANUFACTURING

Despite the challenges posed in recent
years for fill/finish operations, there are
high expectations that investments in
innovation and capacity will help move
www.biopharminternational.com
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Reformulating Success
There are many benefits of employing a reformulation strategy, but
companies must also overcome a variety of challenges too.

T

raditional drug development is costly and time-consuming, with many hours, days, and years spent researching and developing novel chemical entities that, for the
most part, will likely fail to get to the commercial finishing line.
Repurposing a drug can offer companies an approach to drug
development that is much more time- and cost-efficient and
offers a higher chance of success. According to research, 30% of
repurposed drugs gain approval, which is three times higher than
the rate for new drugs (1).
There are three main strategies to repurposing a drug product: determining a novel therapeutic indication for an already
known drug (repositioning); developing a new formulation of
a drug product (reformulation); and combining two or more
drugs that were already being used as single drug products
(combination) (2). Despite the various benefits of repurposing
existing drug products can offer, each strategy also has certain
challenges to overcome that can act as a deterrent to developers.

BENEFITS OF REFORMULATION

“Reformulation can be used very effectively to develop improved
medicines and treatment options for patients,” confirms Jan
Jezek, chief scientific officer of Arecor. “For example, creative
formulation can be used to improve the pharmacodynamics
and pharmacokinetics of a drug.” Highlighting a specific case of
16
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creative formulation, Jezek points to the development of a novel
formulation of insulin that has is being developed by Arecor,
which accelerates the drug’s absorption post-injection, leading to
improved glycemic control.
“Another example benefit of reformulation is to convert a lyophilized powder medicine to stable liquid ready-to-use (RTU)
product formats, which are becoming increasingly important
to enable fast, safe, and effective treatment of patients,” Jezek
continues. “Innovative formulation approaches can also lead to
improvement in stability of small- and large-molecule products
and enable their use outside the cold chain, which can significantly improve convenience of use.”
Balasubramaniam Jagdish, assistant vice-president,
Formulation Development, Bengaluru Site, Recipharm, emphasizes that reformulation can be performed for several key reasons.
“[Reformulation] can allow developers to improve the performance and patient centricity of an existing drug. For example, it
may be done to create a version of an existing drug that is more
convenient and easier to use for the patient, increasing quality of
life or boosting adherence and, in turn, therapy success,” he says.
Additionally, Jagdish remarks that reformulation can be used
to enhance solubility, to improve absorption, or to boost the
stability of a drug product formulation. “In all cases, reformulation can save a considerable amount of time and financial
www.biopharminternational.com
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Development

Outsourcing reformulation expertise
Reformulating an existing drug product can be a timeand cost-effective way of rejuvenating a product line while
also making a therapeutic more patient-friendly. To find
out more about how external expertise can help sponsor
companies achieve success in reformulation strategies,
BioPharm International spoke with Jan Jezek, chief
scientific officer of Arecor, and Balasubramaniam Jagdish,
assistant vice-president, Formulation Development,
Bengaluru Site, Recipharm.
BioPharm: How might companies benefit from using a
partner for reformulation tasks?
Jezek (Arecor): An innovative formulation technology
company, such as Arecor, can use its expertise, knowhow, and technology to develop novel formulations of
therapeutic medicines with enhanced properties, enabled
by the formulation, which would otherwise not be possible.
These enhancements can improve treatment options and
outcomes for patients. The technology can be applied to
a variety of new products in development to maximize
their benefit for patients. However, the reformulation
technology can also be applied to existing marketed
products as part of life cycle management.
Jagdish (Recipharm): Reformulations are often
considered by big-brand pharmaceutical companies

resource compared with the discovery
and development of an entirely new
chemical entity,” he states.
Moreover, it is possible to use reformulation as a way of extending the line
of an older drug product, Jagdish points
out. “[Reformulation] offers an opportunity to change an excipient or evolve the
manufacturing process to deliver marginal gains in performance or ensure
compliance with new regulatory requirements,” he says. “Regardless of the reasons for the reformulation, assessment of
the regulatory implications of reformulation is essential.”

REGULATORY
CONSIDERATIONS

First and foremost, Jagdish stresses that
it is critical for companies to be aware of
the regulatory requirements of the target geography of the reformulated drug
product. “There is considerable variation
in the regimes in each country, so pharmaceutical companies should evaluate
their compliance needs on a case-bycase basis,” he says. “For example, the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
www.biopharminternational.com

as a strategy for enhancing the lifecycle management
of their patented product and to delay generic entry
as far as possible. These companies often have many
lead molecules to work upon, meaning it can be hard
to find the capacity required for reformulation in-house.
Working with a contract development and manufacturing
organization (CDMO) partner can help them find that
additional resource, enabling them to manage multiple
reformulations simultaneously while freeing in-house
capacity to focus on innovation.
For generic companies, reformulation gives them
an advantage in terms of 505 b(2) filing. [FDA] 505 b2
approvals give additional exclusivity to a product. When
applied to a reformulated drug, it can help to prevent
generic entry until the expiry of the filing. As such, they
keep development in-house, provided they have the
internal capacity and infrastructure. However, if the
generic company is reformulating to change excipient or
manufacturing process, they may well prefer to outsource
to a CDMO to provide the necessary expertise and
infrastructure so they can concentrate on other projects.

has published its guidance for industry on Nonclinical Safety Evaluation of
Reformulated Drug Products and Products
Intended for Administration by an Alternate
Route, which can help companies understand the regulatory requirements in the
[United States]” (3).
For Jezek, considering the formulation
excipients and whether those being used
in the reformulated product are indeed
approved for the intended use—administration route and desired dosage regimen—is critical. “[Whether or not the
excipients are considered novel] impacts
the complexity of development as it is
necessary to justify the use of the excipients and to demonstrate the safety of the
excipients required. Novel excipients will
carry a higher regulatory and development burden,” he specifies.
When approaching a reformulation
strategy for a drug product, developers
should define the target product profile at the outset, Jezek continues. “In
other words, the formulation scientist
needs to understand the desired stability
and other requirements that the products must meet, such as specific impurity

—Felicity Thomas

levels, to be approved by the regulatory
authorities,” he says.

OTHER CHALLENGES

After defining the target product profile, the developer needs to understand
the degradation pathways that can
potentially impact the stability of the
drug product during storage, Jezek adds.
Appropriate methods must be established so that any degradation pathways
can be measured and understood. “Such
methods are often referred to as stability‑indicating methods,” he notes.
“The last challenge, which is most critical for successful reformulation, is to be
able to select the right combination of
inactive ingredients that will collectively
interact with the small- or large-molecule
drug in a way that reduces the degradation rate and thus enables the desired
product profile,” Jezek confirms.
According to Jagdish, the challenges
that pharmaceutical companies need to
overcome when approaching a reformulation project depend upon the type of
Contin. on page 48
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Upstream Processing

Weighing the Benefits of
Fermentation for New Biotherapies
The industry revisits the pros and cons of
microbial fermentation at scale for biotherapeutics.

M

icrobial fermentation has its place in the biomanufacturing industry, despite the prevalence of
mammalian-based cell culture processes for the
production of biologics. However, despite the lower costs
and potential for substantial product yield with microbial
fermentation, this process has challenges. This article discusses the advantages and challenges of microbial fermentation, and looks ahead at what place fermentation may hold
in the biomanufacturing industry moving forward.

FERMENTATION IN BIOLOGICS PRODUCTION

Industry sources note that fermentation has played a role in
manufacturing biologics for quite some time. “The first biopharmaceutical, insulin, was produced in the early days via
microbial fermentation in Escherichia coli (E. coli), and is now
also produced in yeast,” says Gregor Awang, PhD, director,
Biologics Process Development, BioVectra, a contract development and manufacturing organization (CDMO).
In addition to insulin, many other biologic drug substances are now made via fermentation, including human
growth hormone (HGH), enzymes, cytokines, monoclonal
18
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antibodies, antibody fragments, and bioconjugates, Awang
enumerates. Furthermore, plasmid DNA, which is the intermediate needed to make messenger RNA (mRNA) for vaccines and therapeutics, is also produced in bacteria, and some
bacteria have been modified as a product themselves to be
used in nutritional supplements, Awang states.
“Fermentation is a key technology at the core of all biologics, whether it is antibodies, complex proteins, or genetic
medicines,” says Jess Tytell, director of Technical Business
Development, Ginkgo Bioworks, a US-based biotechnology
company specializing in bioengineering microorganisms.
Tytell explains that cell lines that have historically been
employed for biologics production have been mammalian in
origin, but with advances in cell engineering and development of new formats of biologics, microbial platforms will
start to become more relevant.
In the meantime, more biosimilar products are expected
to come onto the market in the next decade, so the question
is whether fermentation will hold a place in the manufacture
of these biosimilars. Tytell believes that fermentation will
continue to remain a fundamental technology enabling the
www.biopharminternational.com
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manufacturing of biosimilars as much
as they have been for novel biologics.
In the context of biosimilars, microbial
platforms can enable the improvement
of access to much-needed therapies
because these platforms can help make
the manufacturing of biologics much
more cost effective, she notes.
Awang points out that, since most
of the non-glycosylated biosimilars
on the market—such as HGH and
insulin—are made in either E. coli or
yeast, fermentation will continue to
be important in the manufacture of
biosimilars. However, one limitation
of fermentation for biosimilars is the
proteins needing glycosylation, which
adds polysaccharides to the protein to
improve stability and potency. “Protein
glycosylation is specific to mammalian
cells, and microbes, as a rule, don’t add
polysaccharides to proteins. If a product requires glycosylation, you would
use mammalian cells. Specifically, you
need to ensure human or humanlike glycosylation to avoid an adverse
immune response,” Awang explains.
Traditionally, biosimilars have been
cultured in Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cells, and, even when glycosylated, these protein products tend
to be compatible with the human system—though there are human cell
lines now available that provide fully
human glycosylation.
“It is sometimes possible to make
the protein with E. coli , then chemically add a carbohydrate moiety in vitro.
This has the benefit of reducing costs
of protein production as fermentation
is less costly than mammalian cell culture. It depends on whether the protein
is amenable to this approach, depending on the complexity of the required
glycan. For example, some proteins can
be PEGylated, which adds a relatively
less complex carbohydrate,” Awang says.
Pichia pastoris (P. pastoris) is a yeast
that combines high-yield production
and is capable of some post-translational modifications, including glycosylation, Awang adds, noting that
20
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companies have engineered P. pastoris—and many other yeasts—to mimic

the human glycosylation pathway.

FERMENTATION SCALE UP

As with most manufacturing processes,
a particular process will have both its
pros and cons when it comes to scale
up, and microbial fermentation is no
exception. When comparing fermentation to mammalian cell production,
Cameron Graham, senior manufacturing and science technology (MST) process engineer, BioVectra says that scale
up of a microbial process benefits from
the fact that microbes are usually more
resistant to shear than mammalian cells;
however, microbial fermentation has
the challenges of needing adequate oxygen transfer and mixing as well as the
removal of excess metabolic heat.

In addition to
insulin, many
other biologic
drug substances
are now made via
fermentation.
“Typically, for microbial scale up,
we’ll pursue a more robust scale up
strategy in terms of the power per unit
volume input and kLa (volumetric oxygen transfer coefficient), to maximize
the efficiency of oxygen transfer into
the fermentation broth. Particularly
at larger scales (>1000 L) of highgrowth cultures, the amount of heat
can be more than what jacket cooling can handle since single-use bags
don’t have the same conductivity as a
stainless-steel surface. This can also be
challenge in traditional stainless-steel
vessels,” explains Graham.
Graham notes that there are options
to lower the jacket coolant temperature,
but the ratio of jacket heat transfer area

to fermenter volume typically becomes
more unfavorable as vessel volume
increases. “In those cases, you have to
explore internal surface area additions
to the vessel itself. For example, we are
exploring an upgrade to our 17,000-L
stainless steel fermenter to include
internal baffles that will allow us to
achieve about 300 mmol/L/hour OTR
[oxygen transer rate] at 30 °C broth
temperature, and up to 450 mmol/L/
hour OTR at 37 °C. Such an upgrade
will allow us to maximize the microbial process while reducing the risk to
product quality due to uncontrolled
temperature rise,” Graham states.
Awang observes that media costs are
lower for microbial fermentation, making scale up less expensive than with
mammalian cultures, which can have
up to 20 different ingredients—a few
of which are extremely expensive and
sensitive to certain conditions.
“Yields tend to be much better
with mammalian cell cultures (up to
10 g/L), than for fermentation (1–3
g/L). However, fermentation process
development is faster and less technically challenging since there are a lot of
tried-and-true methods for optimizing
the process in E. coli,” Awang says.
Awang continues that the key for
both microbial fermentation and mammalian cell culture is getting the correct
type of DNA inserted into the cells to
ensure a high titer and yield of product.
For example, transferring DNA into
E. coli and selecting a suitable clone
with the intact DNA is much simpler
than transfecting mammalian cells. In
the latter case, it is necessary to screen
thousands of mammalian cell clones
to get one that has the desirable combination of traits, depending on where
in the cell genome the inserted DNA
(transgene) has located, and how many
copies. “In the past decade, DNA editing using CRISPR [clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats]
and other techniques has made inserting DNA precisely into stable ‘hot
spots’ in mammalian cells much more
www.biopharminternational.com
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precise, resulting in higher stability and
product yield,” says Awang.
Fermentation, however, has shorter
processing times. According to Awang,
a good microbial process can take as
little as one to three days, as opposed
to the weeks necessary for mammalian
cell culture. “This faster process has the
added benefit of reducing the risks associated with contamination. Not only is
the risk lower with fermentations, but
if you do have a contaminated fermentation, the loss of worker hours is a lot
less. A contamination two weeks into
a mammalian culture can be a massive
financial loss,” Awang emphasizes.
Tytell concurs that microbial fermentation advantages include significantly lower costs for microbial
hosts, less expensive media, and fewer
issues with contamination. The latter
can mean less downtime and higher
productivity. In addition, optimizing
microbial hosts is faster, leading to a
shorter turnaround time to develop
the final production strain, which can
decrease overall production timelines,
she adds. In comparison, mammalian
hosts require more screening (e.g., for
viral infections).
The disadvantages of microbial fermentation that Tytell sees include the
fact that post-translational modifications are different, and this difference
is relevant for more complex biologics.
In addition, there are fewer approved
biologics from non-Chinese hamster
ovary hosts, so there may be higher
regulatory hurdles for newer biologics
produced via microbial fermentation;
however, these hurdles are expected
to go away quickly after the first few
approvals, says Tytell.

EMERGING THERAPIES
AND FERMENTATION

With a rich pipeline of emerging therapy drug candidates, what place will
fermentation-based processes hold in
the biomanufacturing industry as these
more highly complex biomolecules
move towards commercialization?
www.biopharminternational.com

“Fermentation has a place in a range
of therapeutics in development. For
example, plasmid DNA produced in
E. coli can be used as both a therapeutic or an intermediate to make mRNA
vaccines, gene therapies, and for gene
editing,” says Awang.

The disadvantages
of microbial
fermentation
include the fact that
post-translational
modifications are
different.
Conjugated protein therapeutics, in
which a protein and another chemical entity, such as polyethylene glycol,
are linked to improve the function of
a biologic, is another area in which
microbial fermentation has application,
says Awang. “Bioconjugation had died
out around the turn of the century but
is coming back with a bang. Products
in development include PEGylated
hormones, such as GM-CSF [granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
factor], which can be made in bacteria
or yeast, and is then PEGylated to
improve its stability. Or mAb protein
fragments made in E.coli , which can
be conjugated to therapeutic payloads
to direct the payload to specific disease
cells,” Awang explains.
Tytell says that many current biologics do not require post translational
modifications. For those biologics, and
because of cost of goods and development timelines, microbial fermentation
is poised to become a workhorse (e.g.,
nanobodies, aglycosylated antibodies,
other protein based biologics, etc.). As
microbial hosts continue to develop,
they will become more valuable for
complex biologics, she anticipates.

“As microbial engineering continues
to develop and microbial strains can
be produced that can mimic key mammalian features, such as glycosylation,
these fermentation-based processes
will become extremely valuable in more
complex biologics. The faster turnaround to testing and higher titers will
be especially valuable for the discovery
and validation phases, which become
more critical as molecules get more
complex,” Tytell states.
Meanwhile, another current popular trend in biomanufacturing, single-use technologies, may have a place
in fermentation processes, but stainless-steel systems will likely remain the
core setup for microbial fermentation.
Single-use microbial technologies can
be conducive to fermentation-based
biomanufacturing if certain criteria are
met, Jeremy Kerrick, head of Process
Development and Engineering at
Ginkgo Bioworks emphasizes.
For instance, scale matters. If the
output of a process is a commodity,
then scaling up is often the approach
that drives down cost of manufacturing and the final product. This typically means that the best option is
stainless-steel, since there are currently
no single-use fermentation options
beyond 50 L, and these are only
just now showing up on the market, says Kerrick. Thus, scaling up
into a single use microbial fermentation-based platform to drive down cost
is not currently possible.
The availability of single-use platforms
is also a factor. High-value mammalian-based therapeutics such as CGTs rely
heavily on single-use reactors. Yet, these
single-use reactors typically scale to up to
2000 L. “While they may incrementally
increase in size in the future and perhaps
marginally drive down the cost of manufacturing, it seems unlikely that they
can get much larger than what is on the
market now. It seems logical that once
single-use technology reaches this scale
for microbial fermentation, it will also be
limited, and then the economics of scalOctober 2022
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ing will again steer one toward stainless
steel,” says Kerrick.
In terms of titer, novel approaches
to increasing the expression of the
modality of interest could swing the
pendulum back to smaller-sized fermenters and, thus, to single-use technology. According to Kerrick, superior
producer cell lines, induction or transfection advances, and genetically modified organisms are all means being
explored across industries to increase
titers. He explains that, if a process
currently provides 2 g/L of product
and is produced in a 20,000-L reactor,
which suddenly sees an increase of 10
fold titer, then 1000-L or 2000-L single-use fermenters are a viable option.
Further, single-use technology has
some advantages over stainless-steel at
this scale, which could make single-use
the superior choice.
Meanwhile, development at the
bench and pilot scale needs to be
taken into consideration. Until recently,
mammalian and microbial development laboratories were dominated
by glass and stainless-steel reactors,
Kerrick points out. With the introduction of high throughput bioreactor systems many mammalian development
teams have made the move from stainless-steel to single-use technologies.
“Breaking down a dirty reactor, autoclaving, reassembly, cleaning in place
(CIP), and steaming in place (SIP)
are required [with stainless-steel bioreactors], which are time consuming
and lead to downtime. Systems are
often contaminated because a single
step in the cleaning process was not
done perfectly, leading to more downtime. Single use systems are typically
provided in gamma-irradiated bags
and arrive sterile. Single use systems
greatly reduce the need for laborious
cleaning and downtime. As more and
larger single use microbial fermentation technologies are introduced onto
the market, more microbial teams will
follow the trend of their mammalian
counterparts,” Kerrick states.
22
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Meanwhile, Awang notes that sin- being manufactured, Awang continues.
gle-use fermenters have many bene- “A good example is the autologous therapeutics used in personalized medicine.
fits, including the rapid changeovers
between batches (which can occur These require small-scale runs of 50 L
or less with batch segregation. For these,
within one day) as well as the previously
mentioned decreased risk of contamina- single-use fermentation is great because
one vessel is dedicated for each patient.
tion and the elimination of costly and
time-consuming cleaning and steriliza- There is no need to clean it, leading
to faster turnarounds. This increases
tion between batches that is essential
with stainless-steel equipment. “Single- speed, reduces costs, and, most importantly, prevents cross-contamination,”
use processes can also be large enough
empasizes Awang.
for a client that wants to do some fast
In addressing the current viability of
clinical runs, since it will be much less
microbial fermentation for the anticiexpensive, and there are efficiencies
pated influx of new emerging therapies,
with single-use up to 2000 L that aren’t
available with stainless-steel systems,” Graham points to work BioVectra has
Awang says. One caveat being, however, been doing. The company has been
that for biologics produced in the range
testing a new 100-L single-use ferof tons per year, stainless steel remains
menter to verify their ability to deliver
the preferred option.
suitable power per volume and mixing. “In our experience, we can increase
oxygen supplementation, but, without
sufficient mixing to properly disperse
the oxygen and achieve the desired
transfer rate, oxygen supplementation can have limitations. Recently, we
were excited to test a 400 mmol/L/
hour process and completed the run
while maintaining fermentation broth
temperature within the expected specification. This is an important consideration for our clients in terms of the
feasibility of single-use fermenters for
use in high growth microbial processes,”
Graham explains.
Graham points out that biopharA final selling point for using sinmaceuticals made by single-use fer- gle-use systems is that they also tend
mentation units require purpose-built
to have lower utility needs, and sinfermenters with a bottom radial impel- gle-use has faster equipment qualifiler for adequate mixing/power per unit
cation than stainless-steel bioreactors,
volume input. These fermenters must
Graham concludes.
also be capable of one to two vessel
While fermentation has roots in
volumes per minute at commercial scale. ancient history, it has a bright future
“It is also advised that single-use fer- in the world of emerging therapeumenters have oxygen supplementation
tics. Depending on the product being
available for increased driving force in
considered, the scale required and
lieu of the lack of head pressure capabil- the need to speed a process to marity for single-use fermenters to optimize
ket, fermentation based manufacturmicrobial growth and, ultimately, yield
ing—when reconfigured for nuanced
of drug substance,” he states.
requirements—holds a valuable and
Choosing the best equipment will
flexible position within the manufacdepend on scale and the type of product
turers toolbox. ◆

One caveat being,
however, that for
biologics produced
in the range of tons
per year, stainless
steel remains the
preferred option.
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Downstream Processing

Considerations for Simplifying
Downstream Processes
A simplified downstream process can save time
and costs but requires enabling technologies.

B

ioprocessing operations have been growing more
complex in response to the emergence of increasingly complex biomolecules in development. The
biopharma industr y continues to strive in optimizing downstream purification processes. In talking with
BioPharm International, Jungmin Oh, PhD, manager, new
product development, Avantor, and Jonathan Hester, PhD,
division scientist for 3M Separation and Purification
Sciences Division discussed the industry’s efforts to simplify purification processes while keeping them just as
effective. Their discussion further explored whether simplified downstream purification can be applied to newer
complex biotherapeutics.

EMERGING BIOMOLECULES

BioPharm: With the emergence of newer, more complex
biomolecules moving through the clinical development pipeline, what have been the most challenging aspects of developing a downstream purification workflow?
Oh (Avantor): Many downstream processing steps
for complex biomolecules iterate on steps for more estab-
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lished therapeutic products, such as monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs)—steps whose capacity hasn’t kept up with advances
in upstream production. These leave room for improvement,
especially in chromatographic steps.
There are, however, innovative processing steps with
unique challenges. For example, viral vectors used in cell and
gene therapies can be difficult to purify thanks to the presence of empty or partial capsids that must be separated from
full capsids before final formulation. This separation can be
achieved through anion exchange chromatography, although
process optimization is still needed.
Hester (3M): Newer modalities are posing challenges in
the downstream purification workflow compared to protein
products, such as mAbs, that have been the ‘bread and butter’
of the biologics industry up until now. For example, some
of the most exciting cell and gene therapy therapeutics are
based on viral vectors. In using therapeutics based on viruses,
we must now answer the question, ‘How do you conduct
viral clearance—removing potential impurity viruses—from
a virus product?’ Instead of separating a virus from a protein
as the industry had previously been conducting, we are now
www.biopharminternational.com
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Downstream Processing

separating viruses from other viruses.
This is a difficult fundamental challenge, but one we and many others are
already working on, and one I am confident we can solve through innovative
materials science.

KEY ENABLING
TECHNOLOGIES

BioPharm: What technologies have
so far been key at enabling optimization of downstream processing?
Hester (3M): The replacement of
conventional, multi-use unit processes
with single-use devices has been a
huge driver enabling recent optimization of downstream processing. One
example is conventional packed bed
chromatography columns. A single column has conventionally been used over
many cycles, requiring careful cleaning
and validation procedures. These procedures use [a significant amount of ]
fluids in the form of buffers and cleaning fluids, are expensive, and require
highly skilled operators to perform. A
number of available single-use devices
now enable replacement of multi-use
columns, [such as] anion exchange
columns, with a single-use capsule
containing anion exchange filtration
media that is operated much like a
simple filter and replaced after each
use. This eliminates all the wasteful,
expensive, and time-consuming activities involved with cleaning and validating a multi-use column.
Additionally, the search for anion
exchange filtration media with sufficient capacity to economically replace
multi-use columns has resulted in
exciting chemical innovations in ligand
design. For example, new guanidinium
and primary amine anion exchange
ligands in these single-use devices
often enable more robust operation of
anion exchange polishing processes at
fluid conditions under which conventional Q-functional anion exchange
column resins fail to perform well.
This can reduce the need to perform
buffer exchange steps before polish26
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ing chromatography, leading to overall
process simplification.
Oh (Avantor): One of the major
issues biopharmaceutical manufacturers are facing at the moment is
demand for speed. Optimizing buffers and buffer management has
been helpful in alleviating that, as
the use of single-use technology
or hybrid approaches of outsourcing
and in-house preparation allow buffer preparation to take place across
a variety of scales. At the same time,
improving buffer formulation with
additives that increase binding capacity,
stability, and separation dramatically
can [significantly] increase the efficacy
of chromatographic purification steps.

“Newer modalities
are posing challenges
in the downstream
purification workflow
compared to protein
products.”
—Jonathan Hester,
3M
Quality support systems are also
important in buffer optimization.
Traditional sampling methods are
destructive, risk contamination of
buffer components, and waste time.
With side sampling and non-destructive identification technologies
such as Raman ID compatible packaging, however, there is no need for
physical sampling. This not only
decreases risk but enables heightened
operational efficiency.

TACKLING
BIOMOLECULE COMPLEXITY

BioPharm: How would simplifying
downstream purification steps offer a

better solution than ramping up the
complexity of the process?
Oh (Avantor): Downstream processing is already complex, and its optimization is more difficult than that
of upstream processing. Downstream
production involves several steps,
including multiple chromatography
steps. Each step demands a different
set of specialized resins, buffers, fluid
transfer systems, and other technologies and materials. On top of that,
ensuring quality and finding efficiencies require complicated analysis and
optimization activities.
Because of all these steps, downstream processing can account for well
over half the cost of drug production.
Plus, the need for a variety of materials increases the amount of storage
space needed and the probability
of supply chain issues. Simplifying
downstream processing would reduce
the cost and time burdens in all
these areas. Ultimately, this would
also reduce the cost per gram of drug
products, making them more accessible to patients.
Hester (3M): As long as excellent product quality is maintained,
simplifying the downstream purification steps and reducing their number offer enormous benefits. Some
product loss occurs at each step, and
even small losses add up over a long
process. Over a 15-step process, just
a 5% loss at each step results in loss
of over half the product. Additionally,
complex downstream processes with
many steps require extensive process
development. This applies, not only
to commercial products, but to any
candidate we want to take into clinical studies or even toxicity studies,
slowing the rate at which successful
therapeutic candidates can be identified and brought to market.
There is a need to simplify the
process into fewer steps to avoid
expensive product losses, decrease
costs, and get candidates into clinics
at a faster rate. Additionally, there is
www.biopharminternational.com
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a need for processes for a particular
modality to be more standardized,
requiring less expensive customization between drug products.

SIMPLIFIED
DOWNSTREAM PROCESSING

BioPharm: What (innovative) technologies are available to the industry
to promote a simplified but still effective downstream purification process?
Hester (3M): A key feature of
many new purification solutions is that
the solutions themselves contain more
complexity, which results in the process overall being less complex. [For
instance,] we have learned to replace
the conventional filters used in harvest
to remove cell debris with hybrid chromatographic clarification filters that
have ion exchange chromatography
chemistry built right into the filtration
media. They still remove cells and cell
debris, but the chemistry on them also
removes soluble contaminants.
Removal of these soluble contaminants helps the product reach a much
higher point of purity earlier in the
process and makes the clarified fluid
more standardized from drug product to drug product. Additionally, and
most importantly, those contaminants
are, in many cases, the reason why the
affinity column only achieves 97–98%
purity instead of more than 99% purity.
The contaminants create nonspecific
binding events on the affinity column
that enable some of the contaminants
to pass through.
When we use these innovative
chromatographic clarifying products
upstream of the affinity column, we
often see significant improvements
of purity in the fluid coming off the
affinity column. This in turn could
potentially result in fewer or smaller
polishing steps downstream. As we get
more sophisticated in designing and
building our process steps, including
the very chemistries that go into them,
we have an enormous opportunity to
simplify the overall purification process.
www.biopharminternational.com

Oh (Avantor): Emerging technologies that allow companies to monitor
their processes and track raw material
quality over time have significant potential to inform process efficiencies and
supply chain decisions. While the use
of data to refine process parameters is
a comparatively simple process involving batch repetition, characterizing raw
material variability involves the use of a
variety of datasets. For example, the use
of certificate of analysis data for all raw
material lots manufactured, manufacturing in-process data, in-test actuals for
conforming specs, and stability testing
interval data can enable biopharma manufacturers not only to assess but also to
predict the performance of raw materials
and therefore choose the most impactful
workflow interventions.

“One of the
major issues
biopharmaceutical
manufacturers are
facing at the moment
is demand for
speed.”
—Jungmin Oh,
Avantor
BioPharm: Are there specific biologic modalities for which a simplified
downstream purification process will
just not be sufficient (and that therefore require a complex process)?
Oh (Avantor): Many new modalities still require a complex process especially due to lack of targeted/specialized
resins in the market. In many cases, the
need for the complex process is not
derived from the biologic itself but is
more derived from having to work with
existing resins that are developed for

traditional biologics like mAb. Viral
vectors still require ion exchange resins to separate empty from full capsid
even though the charge difference is not
sufficiently large enough. Furthermore,
messenger RNA purification still relies
on reverse phase for removing double
stranded or fragments of RNA, even
though such processes require flammable reagents such as acetonitrile.
Without novel chromatography resins developed and targeted for those
modalities, simplification of the process
will always have limitations.
Hester (3M): I believe modalities
that require a complex process, and
therefore cannot be simplified, won’t be
relevant to the industry. For example, a
gene therapy drug that cures a disease
in a single dose but costs one to two
million dollars to produce isn’t a scalable, relevant treatment for very many
patients. The processes that are being
used to make those gene therapy products are going to have to get simpler.
It’s useful to think of an analogy
between biologics production and petroleum production. Initial oil refining
involved distilling crude oil to obtain
a relatively small number of purified
products—kerosene, to replace whale oil
in lamps, as well as naphtha, a light oil
used mainly as a solvent. Over time, the
purification processes were simplified,
in large part through the application of
advanced materials science in the form
of catalysts. This made possible the production of a greater number of separated and purified products from crude
oil, such as modern gasoline. In addition to advancements in separation and
purification technologies, these purified
oil products resulted from an evolving
understanding of what oil products were
and were not useful and scalable.
Biologics purification will continue
developing in a similar way, through
an interplay between advancements in
purification materials science and technology, and an increased understanding
of what biological products have therapeutic value. ◆
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Improving Sterility Using
Blow-Fill-Seal Technology
BFS technology can help maintain sterility during the
biologics manufacturing process.

B

low-fill-seal (BFS) technology presents several advantages over other aseptic techniques, such as flexibility in
packaging design, the ability to ensure a high level of
sterility assurance, and maintaining low costs (1). In addition,
the use of BFS technology limits human involvement, which
further improves the level of sterility assurance by removing a
significant contamination factor from the process entirely. The
technology enhances the ability to form the container and closure during the packaging process, which allows for a more custom design of the container. BFS technology can thus be used
to meet specific needs and improve container ease-of-use (1). In
order to learn more on the logistics, benefits, and potential drawbacks of BFS technology, BioPharm International spoke with
Waiken Wong, PhD, manager of development engineering at
Woodstock Sterile Solutions, an Illinois-based provider of sterile
development and commercial solutions.

BENEFITS OF BFS TECHNOLOGY

BioPharm: Can you please explain what BFS packaging
technology is and how it applies to bio/pharmaceutical
manufacturing?
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Wong (Woodstock Sterile Solutions): Blow-fill-seal
packaging technology is a method where the container is
formed, filled with product, and then sealed in a sterile environment. What comes out is a fully sterile finished product. It’s
a good presentation for many drugs, including biopharmaceuticals. Sterility is critical for biologics and many other drugs
because it prevents microbial contaminants in products.
BioPharm: What benefits does BFS packaging technology offer, compared to traditional glass vial manufacturing?
Wong ( Woodstock Sterile Solutions): There
is far less human intervention when BFS packaging [is
employed], and humans are the biggest cause of contamination. Contamination can have a negative impact
on microbial sterility. Because the BFS process happens
completely inside the cabinet of the machine, there is little
chance for external contamination and problems with sterility. With BFS, the environment inside the cabinet of the
machine is continually monitored for viable and non-viable particulate, and there is a constant, positive pressure
shower of high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA)-filtered
air that covers the filling section of the BFS machine. With
www.biopharminternational.com
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those controls in place, along with
the automation of the BFS machine,
the operator doesn’t have to be in the
room. It is designed to operate on its
own, without any human intervention.
An additional benefit is that there
are fewer components compared to
glass vials, so you don’t have to deal
with stoppers, crimp tops, and other
closures. There are no equivalent
cleaning steps to the ones glass vials
need to go through. There are also no
equivalent treatment steps to the ones
glass vials need to go through, such as
depyrogenation. Raw resin is used; it
goes directly into the BFS machine
and is molded directly. So, there are
fewer components, fewer steps in the
actual manufacturing process, and
there is far less human interaction.
BioPharm: Can you explain cold
temperature BFS and its benefits compared to regular BFS?
Wong ( Wood s toc k Sterile
Solutions): Cold temperature BFS
requires implementing a combination
of techniques all together in one manufacturing process to help control the
amount of heat that is imparted onto a
drug product. During the typical BFS
process, there is naturally quite a bit of
heat, because raw resin is being melted to
make bottles. The bottles themselves also
need to be warm throughout the process
so that the containers can be sealed shut
in the final step. There is latent heat, but
Woodstock Sterile Solutions has found
ways to control that heat so that biomolecules can survive with no impact through
the manufacturing process. With a cold
BFS process, there are additional drug
products that you can package, since you
do not have to worry about drugs that are
thermally sensitive. Many biomolecules
are heat sensitive, and there are many
proteins that can denature or degrade
with heat, so traditionally, the biopharma
industry has stayed away from BFS and
stuck with glass—a tried-and-true option.
Having this collection of manufacturing
steps expands what is possible for drug
products in blow-fill-seal.
www.biopharminternational.com

IMPLEMENTING BFS
TECHNOLOGY

BioPharm: What are some key considerations when implementing BFS
technology?

Blow-fill-seal (BFS)
technology presents
several advantages
over other aseptic
techniques.
Wong ( Wood s toc k Sterile
Solutions): One important consideration is understanding the drug product’s
compatibility/interactions with plastic.
Before opting for BFS, there needs to
be an understanding of how the product
interacts with plastic—if there are concerns about adsorption or absorption, for
example. Additionally, plastic containers
are permeable in a way that glass is not,
and it is critical to understand if that will
have an impact on the product throughout its shelf life. That being said, there
are ways to counter permeation, whether
it is water vapor moving out or oxygen
moving in, in order to maintain the quality of the product inside. Lastly, although

BFS can be used to fill liquids that are
highly viscous, if the product is more
ointment-like, then it will be difficult to
fill using BFS. That makes it harder to
push through the piping and other parts
of the system, but the technology can
handle a wide range of viscosities.
BioPharm: What are the drawbacks of using BFS technology, if any?
Wo n g ( Woo d s toc k Ste r i l e
Solutions): The permeability mentioned earlier is one challenge, as are
the material interactions I noted. Also,
there are challenges with heat and
thermally sensitive products, but those
can be addressed using cold BFS.
BioPharm: What are the regulatory and compliance considerations
when using BFS, if any?
Wo n g ( Woo d s toc k Ste r i l e
Solutions): FDA considers BFS as
an advanced aseptic manufacturing
technique, recognizing its ability to
produce sterile drug products reliably
while also ensuring a high level of
quality for patients. The industry is
held to the same standards, as all drug
packaging technologies are, to ensure
product safety and quality.
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Drug Digest: Sterilization’s Horizon: Improving Automation,
Single-Use Technologies, and Annex 1
Drug Digest, a tech talk with BioPharm International’s sister publication, Pharmaceutical Technology, editors, discusses emerging
opportunities, obstacles, and advances in the pharmaceutical and
biopharmaceutical industry.
In this exclusive Drug Digest video,
Meg Rivers and Felicity Thomas,
Pharmaceutical Technology editors,
interview experts in sterilization and
aseptic processing. Alex Van Hagen
of Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology
Solutions discusses how to approach
selecting sterilization methods,
installation of aseptic machinery,

how single-use technology factors
into aseptic processing, and areas
for improved automation. In a quickfire interview, Hamish Hogg of
Cherwell Laboratories talks about
the eagerly anticipated publication
of the revised EU GMP Annex 1
guidance, potentially problematic
aspects of the revised guidance,
and tips and tricks for companies to
ensure compliance.
Visit PharmTech.com/drug-digest
for more videos on a variety of bio/
pharmaceutical manufacturing
topics.
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Supply Chain

Advances in Real-Time Supply Chain
Operation Technology Can Address
Drug Product Security Challenges
Technological developments in real-time supply chain operations
provide biologics manufacturers with capabilities that go beyond supply
chain visibility to tangibly address security and quality challenges.
MAHESH VEERINA
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Security Act (DSCSA) and greater assurance that drug
quality and security are safeguarded.

THE SIZE OF THE CHALLENGE

According to the International Air Transport Association’s
(IATA’s) Center of Excellence for Independent Validators in
Pharmaceutical Logistics, losses from the deliveries of vaccines
exposed to temperatures outside their recommended range
cost the industry approximately $34 billion annually (1). That’s
only one example of the significant waste stemming from
misaligned logistics networks and limited visibility, automation,
and control in pharmaceutical supply chain networks.
Another study published in July 2022 by Forrester
Consulting (2) on behalf of Rockwell Automation surveyed
MAHESH VEERINA is the president and CEO of ParkourSC.
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T

he COVID-19 pandemic saw the global biopharma
supply chain thrust into center stage amid a perfect
storm of high-profile disruptions, logistical challenges,
labor shortages, geopolitical instability, and shortages of certain key ingredients, drugs, and equipment. These challenges
compounded the legacy supply chain challenges biopharmaceutical manufacturers were already facing, such as temperature control failures resulting in spoilage, counterfeit drugs,
and the black and gray markets for therapeutics.
This paper seeks to quantify some of the major
biologics supply chain challenges and how they can be
resolved by resilient digital operations. When properly
deployed, such an approach will improve overall supply
chain visibility, enhance security, and assist with the forecasting and planning around problematic scenarios. These
improvements translate to greater ease in reporting the
information demanded under the Drug Supply Chain
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Supply Chain

more than 300 global supply chain
decision makers across a variety of
industries. The report found that of the
companies polled, “87% said counterfeiting is problematic for their company,
and nearly half (47%) said their company loses between 11% and 60%
of sales income each year to counterfeiting” (2). Furthermore, “89%
said gray-market diversion is problematic for their company with 56%
reporting that their company loses up
to 60% of sales income each year to
gray-market diversion” (2).
Looking at the development and
distribution of COVID-19 vaccines as
one example, the problems have been
persistent and significant. On a global
scale, the World Health Organization
estimates that up to 50% (3) of vaccines are wasted every year. What’s
more, the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention reported that at least
15 million doses (4) of the COVID-19
vaccine were wasted in just a six-month
period in 2021. That’s a conservative
estimate that doesn’t even cover all
places that handle, store, and administer vaccines. In addition, there are
cases where vaccines don’t pass quality
inspection to begin with—including
an account in The New York Times (5)
of nearly 400 million doses scrapped
by a manufacturer due to poor quality control. Much of this waste can be
attributed to shortcomings in logistics to support an unbroken cold chain.
Finally, data published by McKinsey
(6) suggests that the pharmaceutical
industry stands to lose an average of
24% of one year’s EBITDA (earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization) every 10 years due to
supply chain disruptions.
Clearly, none of this is good business, nor is it sustainable in the long
term. The supply chain challenges
for biopharmaceutical manufacturers
cost a great deal of pain, both financially and in terms of reputation.
Therein lies the urgency to solve them.
Recognizing the magnitude of the
32
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issue, regulatory agencies are demanding more accountability. The DSCSA,
for instance—first introduced by FDA
in 2013—is being updated to add
more stringent requirements related
to drug delivery, distribution, and disposal. Large-molecule drugs/biologics
have specific parameters around manufacturing, storage, and transportation.
Any deviation from those parameters
can result in adverse impacts, such as
significant batch loss due to temperature control problems, and so forth.
To protect patients, the DSCSA sets
out the critical requirements needed to
build a comprehensive digitized system
for tracking and identifying prescription drugs on sale in the United States,
phased in over a 10-year period.

Large-molecule
drugs/biologics
have specific
parameters around
manufacturing,
storage, and
transportation.
SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY
INNOVATIONS PROVIDE
TANGIBLE SOLUTIONS

Historically, bio/pharmaceutical supply
chains, like those of other industries,
were somewhat siloed, which resulted
in a lack of visibility across the full supply chain journey of drugs and therapeutics—from development to patient
and every step in between. This lack of
visibility manifested in poor planning,
inaccurate predictions, and delayed
decision-making, all of which increased
risk, led to waste, and eroded value for
the organization (as detailed above).
Regulations in the biopharmaceutical industry, such as the DSCSA, are
becoming more stringent to address

the legacy issues relating to therapeutics.
Advances in supply chain technology
can help biopharmaceutical companies
meet these expanded requirements. The
introduction of ‘big data,’ more robust
and secure instantaneous communication, the industrial internet of things
(IIoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and
machine learning (ML)—allied to
advances in logistics, sensor technologies, and private secure networks—have
spurred a number of important technological advances relating to real-time
supply chain visibility.
While having real-time visibility was
a significant step forward in the ability to better secure drugs in the supply
chain, technological innovations can be
deployed that further minimize the risk
of losses and maximize the return on
investment of supply chain investments.
Developing and deploying a ‘real-timeall-the-time’ model to the supply chain
has been a priority that enables biopharmaceutical manufacturers to go
beyond visibility, fully remove historic
data silos, and create completely digitized end-to-end supply chain ecosystems that can meaningfully tackle both
new and legacy challenges.
How does all of this translate on a
practical level? Across the whole ecosystem of customers, suppliers, and transportation modalities, three fundamental
actions have been identified that can go
a long way toward maintaining drug substance and drug product integrity and
security, supporting current good manufacturing practice compliance throughout
the supply chain, and helping to meet
regulatory standards. Together, these
actions combine AI and ML with big
data monitoring and analysis and deploy
across entire supply chains like a net. This
produces actionable intelligence to drive
tangible improvements in real-time supply operations and help minimize the
effect of disruption. The three actions are:
• The creation of ‘digital twin’ models of supply chain networks,
enabling real-time operational
modeling and monitoring.
www.biopharminternational.com

Supply Chain

• Leveraging actionable intelligence
to anticipate problem scenarios, incorporate ground truth into
operations, and automate response
to potential disruptions.
• Empowering partners and suppliers to collaborate and optimize
the ecosystem to coordinate supply
chain operations at all stages; this
includes monitoring all assets and
inventory throughout the supply
chain to continuously align planning and execution with ground
truths to improve service levels.

INTRODUCING DIGITAL TWINS

A digital twin is a virtual representation
of the entire supply chain ecosystem—a
virtual map of assets across operations
and business processes constructed from
vast amounts of accessible, real-time,
ground truth data flowing across connected systems. Historically, digital twins
were associated more with static analysis,
but now the concept has been successfully operationalized to track many supply chain dependencies to mitigate risks,
automate workflows and corrective action,
and drive better supply chain resilience.
Mapping the entire biopharma supply
chain ecosystem in this way (i.e., every
component within the journey of a product) is the starting point of the ‘real-timeall-the-time’ supply chain model. Every
constituent, regardless of which enterprise they reside in, can be added digitally.
This digitization of the entire end-to-end
supply chain means that organizations
can see where inventory is at any point
in its journey, whether that be at the container, pallet, box, or individual package
or vial level, from manufacturer to the
patient if necessary.
Deploying digital twins, all constituents can be constantly monitored
at multiple levels via any number of
agreed parameters specific to operations. Deep signal and data intelligence
can be generated from any entity, system, or device and shared via interactive
dashboards in real time. The systems
used are designed to be data-agnostic,
www.biopharminternational.com

which means that data can be taken
without problem from any connected
device. The resulting ‘digital thread’ of
connected data allows organizations to
overcome data and organizational silos,
within their own company and across
every other organization involved in the
supply chain, and truly understand how
well the entire supply chain is performing on a minute-to-minute basis.

EMBEDDING
COLLABORATIVE SMARTS

Embedding deep data and actionable
intelligence into digital twin models
further builds transparency and facilitates approved cross-organizational
collaboration across all partners in the
ecosystem. Any variance to set parameters or disruptions to plans can be identified and flagged quickly. Deviances
can be proactively triaged to give the
best possible chance to prevent escalation, thereby improving resilience.
The virtual nature of digital twins
also empowers supply chain ecosystem
partners to develop and run advanced,
predictive scenario modeling. What this
means is that organizations can virtually model and test ‘what-if ’ scenarios where disruptions may occur with
potential actions and outcomes outlined.
As these are virtual simulations, they
are cost-effective and safe and provide
invaluable intelligence. Organizations
can now prepare contingency plans for
supply chain failures, disruptions, and
supply-demand fluctuations to model
and optimize operations.

SUPPLY CHAIN EXTENSIBILITY
AND FLEXIBILITY

Once a supply chain ecosystem is fully
digitized through digital twin technology, that ecosystem can be scaled and
extended as needed. Building a network
of digital twins that is extensible as
more components are added to the supply chain infrastructure can provide the
visibility required to highlight duplicate dependencies and sources for any
given element, regardless of whether a

supplier is one or more levels removed
from the core. With a network of digital twins, there is a common node
where the risk of duplication of effort
can be identified and removed. This
extendibility is important, especially
as it pertains to the ability to build a
network of digital twins across key suppliers, map all the various dependencies and relationships in their supply
chain, and pull everything into a single
real-time, collaborative supply chain
operational source. Production can be
modeled, managed, and mitigated, both
from a visibility perspective as well as
extrapolating and predicting problems
and challenges that can occur.
Moving forward, complete visibility
and collaboration across supply chain
partners and enterprises will be an
absolute requirement, as it enables the
identification and prevention of any
potential problems that exist in several
nodes out of the extended ecosystem.
For example, the recent pandemic-generated bottlenecks in the port of
Shanghai. It’s possible that some of
the materials that a biopharmaceutical
company might purchase could eventually pass through that port through
a third-party logistics company that
is several layers deep in the supply
chain network. If that port is backed
up, the supply chain becomes disrupted.
Having visibility into that issue to
drive contingency plans is operationally vital so that any disruption can be
best managed and minimized.
The digital twin mode can also be
deployed at small scale to meet new
challenges related to transitioning very
expensive specialized therapies from
low-volume, white-glove products and
services to high-volume supply chain
operations. Biopharmaceutical companies often acquire smaller companies
that deliver specialized therapies such
as cell and gene therapies, so creating
a digital representation of that company’s existing supply chain operations
Contin. on page 52
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ver the past couple of years,
evolution has pushed the biopharmaceutical and vaccines
industries to take a hard look
at ways to significantly shorten development
cycle times. The COVID-19 pandemic dramatically highlighted the need for fast development of vaccines and treatment options,
and the evolution in the life-sciences investor landscape makes investment horizons of
20–25 years less and less attractive. Moreover,
patients deserve faster solutions for unmet
medical needs and biopharmaceutical/vaccines companies that are capable of reducing
their development cycle times will become far
more competitive.
The COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated
that the leading vaccines companies, while
having huge capabilities and resources,
were yet burdened by legacy processes and
systems and, therefore, faced significant
challenges in the COVID vaccine development race. Two mid-size biotech companies succeeded in making the leap of
bringing to market promising messenger
RNA (mRNA) vaccines by managing to
significantly reduce the time and hurdles
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for early candidate development, placing
greater emphasis on the speed of subsequent
clinical trials (Figure 1).
Traditional vaccine development, which
includes the goal of launching “best-inclass” product that, nevertheless, takes
decades to launch on the market, has shown
its own limitations. Biopharma companies need to transform their development
departments from “container ship” into
“fleets of speed boats” able to deliver their
pipeline to the market faster while integrating the diverse changes that could occur
during the product lifecycle.
In this paper, the authors look at a couple
of new concepts aimed to speed up pipeline delivery in a large biopharmaceutical/
vaccine company setting. The authors
particularly discuss agile development that
has revolutionized the software sector and,
specifically, that sector’s use of the minimum viable product (MVP) concept to test
the validity of a product within a marketplace early in the development cycle. This
paper questions whether this concept can
be translated to biopharmaceutical product
development, and if so, how.
www.biopharminternational.com
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ABSTRACT
This opinion paper seeks to introduce a disruptive model to accelerate
product and process development in the biopharmaceutical industry,
especially for vaccines. This model is based on the minimum valuable
product and process (MVaP&P), a new concept that allows for
adaptation and acceleration, which would enable agility in the way
biopharmaceuticals are developed. This article discusses how the
MVaP&P approach would make it is possible to discipline and structure
biopharmaceutical development to achieve a phase-appropriate
and strategy-aligned product in the fastest time possible.
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Figure 1. Traditional vaccine development versus SARS-COV-2 vaccine development (adapted from F. Krammer, Nature
586, 516–527 [2020]). IND is investigational new drug. BLA is biologics license application.
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By definition, a MVP is a product or
service that has the minimal number of
features required to evaluate a given market hypothesis. This MVP allows the
company to gather feedback from customers/users on a nearly finished product or early useable/marketable version
thereof (beta testing) and avoids spending extensive time and resources optimizing a product whose concept may not be
validated with the final users. In the software industry, the MVP model has been
fully embraced, and the common strategy
for product deployment consists now of
early launches followed by rapid product
iterations that consist of improvements,
additional specifications, capabilities, etc.
The products in the biopharma and
vaccines industries are, however, subject to stringent regulatory and quality oversights. Given the nature of the
product and the associated risks that
need to be managed, important and
mandatory investments are required
upfront when developing a new product. The introduction of the MVP
concept in the biopharma sector, therefore, cannot be a simple “plug-and-play”
solution based on the same principles
used in the software industry.

ACCELERATING
DEVELOPMENT WITH MVaP&P

As development efforts move toward
36
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Overlapping
clinical phases

Review on
rolling basis

the introduction of an innovative product in the marketplace, development
must be efficiently orchestrated. This
requires a significant amount of discipline from the teams involved to
ensure that experiments are designed
from the bottom-up to really answer
the fundamental questions about the
targeted biopharma/vaccine product.
Development teams work from plans in
which the product’s critical features are
identified and on which one can evaluate the most efficient route to achieve
them without unnecessary detours.
Such plans are in general operated via
traditionally governed linear stage-gate
paths. In more advanced governance settings, the stage-gated approach is lean.
Development activities and expected
outcomes are better phased (phase-appropriate) and fit-for-purpose designed.
However, most of the even more refined
stage-gate processes in the industry
remain driven by sets of gate-specific
criteria for successful gate transitioning
on which a whole pipeline of products
is run. There are relevant drawbacks
with such an approach. It often lacks
the necessary flexibility to adjust and
have product- and program-dedicated
stage-gate processes that are in full alignment with the specific development,
manufacturing, regulatory/quality, and
commercialization strategy, which might

vary significantly throughout the pipeline. First-in-class or best-in-class strategies might require significantly different
approaches and specific target populations, and markets might require adapted
strategies. Acceleration of programs
delivered through classical development
workflows and governance systems may
struggle with suboptimal execution. In
many instances, acceleration programs
enable fast progress at early stages, yet
fail to efficiently accelerate the program
end-to-end (up till launch and life-cycle). Moreover, later phases of development may require significant, unplanned,
and costly rework to maintain the project momentum moving forward at pace,
which increases risks for failure, and/or
experience delays at times when investments are ramping up significantly and
executive management (and sometimes
shareholders) starts having expectations
on value delivery.
Sometimes, post-launch life cycle
changes are needed to increase product competitiveness and release the
full potential asset, often at great cost.
Upon post-analysis of such examples
of suboptimal acceleration, the authors
of this paper believe that an important root cause stems from the program being accelerated under pressure,
bluntly targeting minimal stage-gate
requirements/criteria for early delivwww.biopharminternational.com
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ery without providing an eff icient
fit-for-purpose path forward to meet
later-stage criteria in line with program
ambition. One could almost view this
as a minimal viable product approach
to pharmaceutical development without overall end-to-end strategy.
An alternative approach to enable value-driven acceleration end-to-end introduced here is minimum valuable product
and process (MVaP&P). The concept
basically allows for targeting the MVP
in a premeditated end-to-end strategy
and in a phase-appropriate manner
that yet adds at each phase additional
requirements for specific development
elements that are not absolutely required
for passing the current-stage gate. This
approach will ensure smooth acceleration throughout the full development
cycle, in line with the ambitions of the
program and with an eye toward delivering maximal value.
The MVaP&P is at the intersection
of the “mandatory space”—guided by

regulatory, clinical, and essential business requirements—and the “optimal
space”—guided by technical optimization and best-in-class considerations
(Figure 2). It is a “fit-for-purpose”
process and product (“valuable”) upon
which to build that secures the critical
quality attributes (CQAs) of the product and guarantees the path forward to
intended commercialization.
MVP or mandatory space can be used
to derisk or test a new product/technology concept/platform with minimum
investment at risk. In case of success,
such programs can return to early stage
development for derisked-appropriate
program development (strategy option
1 listed in the Figure 2) or ramp up
significant efforts and investment to
continue a pre-existing development
strategy that encompasses technical and/
or clinical bridging strategies to keep
the project moving forward (strategy
option 3). Such a MVP approach without a premeditated end-to-end strategy,

however, increases cost and the risk for
failures and delays. Furthermore, a consistent need for unplanned costly and
resource-consuming late-stage rework
or post-launch changes across multiple
programs will limit the capacity of the
R&D organization to adequately support a broad pipeline or onboard new
projects, negatively impacting overall
R&D efficiency. In some cases, MVP
approaches can be deployed deliberately
to build value quickly in the early pipeline and/or to validate a technology platform. Often such strategies are used by
biotech companies to create company
value (strategy option 2)
Optimal or maximal space can
more or less be referred to as the classical legacy approach to (bio)pharmaceutical development, achieving
best-in-class solutions for each element
and at each stage of development. As
described above, the authors believe
this is no longer a sustainable approach
and does not provide the best value

Figure 2. Illustration of the minimum valuable product and process (MVaP&P) concept.
MVaP&P - DEFINITION

MANDATORY SPACE

OPTIMAL SPACE
MVaP&P

Minimum product & process that answers to the
minimal mandatory regulatory, quality & business
requirements that does not necessarily guarantee
the path forward to the intended final process and
final scale (rework will be necessary)
Aligned strategies:
1. Fast proof - of - concept testing
2. Targeting maximal value creation of early
pipelineor technology platform
3. Can target fast - track development when
integrated with enabling end - to - end - strategy
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Minimum valuable
product & process ensuring
efficient and value - driven
end - to - end development
Aligned strategy:
5a. Targets phase - appropriate
Product & Process design in
line with program ambitions
5b. Can target end - to - end
acceleration with superior
efficiency and without
compromising quality
or value

The optimized process built with optimized
resources and time
Often overengineering for early clinical development
Aligned strategies:
1. Fast proof - of - concept testing
2. Targeting maximal value creation of early
pipelineor technology platform
3. Can target fast - track development when
integrated with enabling end - to - end - strategy
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for employees, stake/shareholders, and
patients (strategy option 4).
MVaP&P (strategy option 5a&b)
targets end-to-end acceleration with
superior efficiency and without compromises on quality (best-in-class). This is
explained in more detail as follows.

APPLYING THE
MVaP&P MODEL

The authors suggest applying the
MVaP&P model to a new product/
program development in the following
manner.
In step one, set-up of a holistic integrated program strategy (strategic plan)
that is broadly shared across the different functional core departments
involved in development. Starting with
this step essentially means that the strategic intent of the program (i.e., what
the program is trying to achieve at commercial stage) is clear and understood by
all development stakeholders. This strategic plan should then serve as a guiding path throughout the development
phases, acknowledging that commercial
targets might still change with progressive insights as the program moves forward. An essential part in this is the
target product profile (TPP), which
includes all strategic elements, such
as market needs, commercial strategy,
must-have and ideal product characteristics and performance, target indication,
and population, among other things.
In step two, the minimal valuable
requirements (as explained previously)
must be defined for the product per
technical development/clinical phase,
with an understanding of the underlying
assumptions (regulatory, business, etc.).
This can be done by identifying the
questions that are trying to be addressed
and by assessing the level of maturity
that the product should meet to pass the
upcoming stage gate. Completing this
step will enable a basis for transitioning
through to the next stages. according to
the program’s strategic intent.
In step three, it is recommended that
a development trajectories plan (DTP)
38
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be designed. The DTP should be understood as a visual and evolving/dynamic
map that can accommodate all possible development routes to the target
MVaP&P. The DTP will be further discussed later in this paper.
Step four requires identifying the
MVaP&P that addresses the minimal
valuable requirements and then conducting the development of the product
in line with this MVaP&P, using predictive models and acceleration tools as
much as possible.
Finally, step five requires the exploration of adjacent therapeutic applications
(and markets) for the process and the
technology used, building on the lessons
learned (not developed in this article).
Steps one to five should be done on
a regular basis and be re-evaluated to
incorporate changes in the competitive landscape.

DEFINING MINIMUM
VALUABLE REQUIREMENTS

As discussed, the MVaP&P at each
development phase is based on the
minimum requirements plus the
additional elements that need to be
added to allow smooth progress and
acceleration through the subsequent
phases/stage gates of the development
program. Those minimal and add-on
requirements make up the minimum
valuable requirements.
To define the minimum valuable
requirements, one should start with the
minimum requirements that will be the
larger part of the full requirements. The
minimum requirements are in large part
driven by regulatory guidance documents that encourage the use of clinical
phase-appropriate approaches, including FDA’s Current Good Manufacturing
Practice for Phase 1 Investigational Drugs

guidance (1), the European Medicines
Agency’s (EMA’s) Guideline on the

Requirements for Quality Documentation
Concerning Biological Investigational
Medicinal Products in Clinical Trials (2),
and FDA’s INDs for Phase 2 and Phase
3 Studies Chemistry, Manufacturing, and

Controls Information guidance (3). For

example, for Phase I clinical trials,
safety is paramount, as well as the process and analytical methods needed to
ensure the safety of the product.
In addition to regulatory requirements, f ur ther elementa r y business requirements and features are
designed to ensure performance and
success at the different phases of development, such as, for example, minimum intended potency of the active
molecule or the minimum yield/productivity requirements that enable an
appropriate Phase I study. Biotech/biopharma/vaccines companies will apply
quality-by-design (QbD) principles that
will drive and incorporate predefined
requirements/objectives. Moreover,
these companies will design a phase-appropriate chemistry, manufacturing,
and controls (CMC) development
strategy through science and risk-based
approaches to illuminate product and
process understanding that should
enable faster delivery (4). Together with
the regulatory requirements, these business requirements comprise the minimal viable requirements.
The definition of the phase-appropriate additional elements making up
the minimum valuable requirements
should be guided by the strategic intent
of the vaccine/biopharmaceutical program. For explanation, two examples
will be highlighted here that demonstrate how additional requirements that
might not be absolutely required in
early development stages can yet enable
smooth transition and acceleration
through the later stages.
One example concerns specif ic
productivity. For early clinical phases
with limited numbers of subjects, relatively small amounts of product will
be sufficient. So, in a minimal viable
product set-up, volumetric productivity
targets should be driven by the needs
for Phase I, assuming productivity can
be increased later on. However, in an
accelerated set-up, the addition of minimal valuable specific productivity targets
www.biopharminternational.com
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would be a smart choice. The risk for
only minimal viable productivity targets
for Phase I is that, in the later stage, the
expression systems need to be redeveloped if the specific productivity is too
low. One can significantly increase the
volumetric productivity by smart process
engineering, but there are limits to what
can be achieved if the synthesis of product per cell, as defined by the expression
system, is too low. As changes in the
expression system in later stages require
costly and time-consuming, significant
rework, including technical or clinical
bridging, it is better to align specific
productivity targets from the beginning
with manufacturing scales in the network as well as with commercial needs
for launch, and peak sales, etc.
A second example concerns product and process understanding. When
developing a difficult-to-process complex product, it might be valuable to
develop the control strategy more
in-depth and invest in deeper product
and process understanding than what is
minimally required for the early stages;
this will help ensure smooth development of scalable and robust bioprocess
that can consistently deliver the product
over its life-cycle. Without those elements early on, it might take longer and
require more investments to achieve the
same result, or, in worst cases, the constraints for bioprocess changes might be
such that only a suboptimal process can
be achieved with multiple negative consequences as a result (e.g., cost of goods,
quality, robustness, capacity).
Although these examples of additional
minimal valuable requirements suggest
additional work and extended timings for
early development, where the probability
of success is typically lower, the extra
work can be mitigated by right first-time
design thinking. Moreover, the early
development timelines do not necessarily need to be stretched when activities
are early onboarded and/or parallelized.
Building development trajectories, as
explained in the following section, can
help to this end.
www.biopharminternational.com

BUILDING DTP AND
IDENTIFYING MVaP&P

CMC development activities are in most
cases based on work packages with standard timing, costs, and human resource
requirements. In this paper, the new concept of development trajectories is introduced. A development trajectories plan
(DTP) is basically an enormous decision
tree where each branch starts with a fundamental question, mostly technical-scientific in nature, that is addressed by a
set of experimental activities and ends
with an outcome that either secures the
intended delivery or provokes additional
hypothesis and fundamental questions
that need to be solved. When set-up
smartly (tackling the greatest uncertainties of a certain trajectory first), the DTP
will also quickly indicate a dead end and
will be aligned with fail and learn-fast
principles. The plan is ultimately a set of
trajectories with the aim to find a successful path to the MVaP&P through
the delivery of the different requirements
of which it is constituted. In biopharmaceutical/vaccine development, multiple paths to the intended product always
exist, and it is believed that the concept
of development trajectories enables
the identification of a successful path
faster and easier than through classical
approaches with standard work packages
that are often driven by risk-mitigating
approaches rather than risk-embracing
opportunities. Traditional approaches
also risk significant setbacks that often
result in important delays because
back-up options are differently sequenced
in such set-ups.
The different requirements are broken
down into sets of fundamental questions
that need to be addressed. The trajectory
plan typically has the following features:
• Parallelization and optionality:
often there are several experimental options (branches) to address a
specific question. The trajectory
plan maps all the relevant parallel approaches, yet that does not
mean all will be executed. Which
approaches will be executed will

•

•

•

depend on the simulation exercise.
Simulation: to build the trajectory plan, all experimental routes to address a question
should be assessed for potential
outcomes, and the probability
of success should be based on
internal expertise and intelligence. Consequences of potential
outcomes should be assessed as
well. Finally, conclusions should
be formulated on whether the
question is relevant and which
routes are worth considering in
the broader strategic context of
the program.
Interdependency and connectivity: the trajected plan will lay out
all interdependencies and connections between the different
questions to appropriately phase
and time the activities. The trajectories should be engineered
to culminate in the minimum
valuable requirements/objectives
and ensure timely delivery of the
MVaP&P.
Agility and adaptability: the
trajectories and accompanying
decision tree structures are easily amenable to accommodate
changes during the development
cycle, not only linked to technical consideration but also to
evolutions in MVaP&P due to
changes in the competitive landscape, progressive market insights,
and other factors. A good way to
create agility is to break down the
different development routes in
repeatable and short time boxes
where the highest possible value
to be created is the target. It is
the “sprint” concept described
in Scrum framework. Inflection
points and bridges leading the
passage from one route to another
should also be integrated in the
ref lection. These inf lection
points and bridges demonstrate
that the development team can
adapt to change with minimum
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impact on the development time.
When drafting the DTP, the
development team should identify potential bridges between
routes to ease an inflection point’s
decision.
Figure 3 provides a simple illustration of a DTP: the development team
needs to optimize a bioreactor harvest
step for a Phase I clinical trial. One
possible route is to develop a centrifugation step because it is fast and easy
to set-up at small scale and would not
require much time and resources to be
implemented. However, the development team may face scalability issues
at later stages with the centrifugation
method (heavy handling, process duration, resource, huge footprint, etc.) and
reworking of the harvest step may be
necessary in the future with all the associated challenges (e.g., product comparability, impact on downstream). To
avoid this, a successful route to achieve
MVaP&P, would consist of implementing from the beginning a tangential
flow filtration (TFF) for harvesting the
bioreactor. This would take longer to
implement, but, in the end, the development team would achieve acceleration
in the overall development. The devel-

opment team should wisely select the
second choice, keeping in mind the possibility of changing the route in case of
conjunctural issues of time or resource.
In an ideal DTP (i.e., no resource constraint), the centrifugation route can be
run in parallel to the TFF route to evaluate the product’s comparability, with
the possibility of reinforcing the bridge
between both routes.
Development trajectories hold value
over classical work packages for multiple reasons. Trajectories allow for more
science- and fact-based approaches and
can be more finely adjusted to specific
project needs than predefined standard
work packages. Furthermore, development trajectories simulate and accommodate multiple paths and solutions,
and, as such, are more in line with
agile development principles, including
empowered teams. Projects managed
through classical work packages can
get in trouble quickly when things do
not turn out as planned, which increasingly happens as more and more complex products are being developed. In
such cases, technical plans need to be
redeveloped, recommendation has to
be sought in scientific advisory bodies,
and final approval is often required

in relevant governance decision bodies, which slow down the development
progress. The DTP aims to accommodate all possible outcomes as much as
possible, estimates probabilities, and
has follow-up paths available without
the need for extensive ad hoc decision
making. The authors of this paper
acknowledge that not everything can
possibly be anticipated in a complex
environment such as biopharmaceutical/vaccine development, but at least
predictable outcomes are covered. In
some cases, project reviews are still
needed when certain outcomes would
change the fundamentals of the program (basically the TPP), but these
events can also be highlighted in DTP.

CONCLUSION

The biopharma and vaccines industries
are facing a key time where acceleration
of product development becomes critical
to compete on a market where no compromise should be made on quality and
competitiveness. Beyond the technical
innovation and the digitalization that
support acceleration, many biopharma
companies understand that they also
need to adapt their model of development. For that, they need to rethink the

Figure 3. The development trajectories plan (DTP) represents a simplified landscape of possibilities that allows the user to
identify the minimum valuable product and process (MVaP&P).
Allocated time of development
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characteristics of the product they target
and react faster to any change that could
occur during the development.
This article has proposed a model of
development translated from the agile
software development industry and
based on three critical concepts:
• A holistic end-to-end program
strategy shared and understood
by all development stakeholder in
the company and illustrating the
commercial strategic intent from
the start
• Minimum valuable product and
process targeted at each stage of
development that will not enable
transitioning of the upcoming
stage gate, but will also set up the
program for efficient and successful passing of next-stage gates in
line with project ambitions and
strategic intent
• A development trajectories plan
that enables the user to find,
through the minimum valuable

requirements, a path to MVaP&P
with the highest probability of
success and the fastest or most
efficient timeline, according to the
project needs.
Thanks to the integration of the different concepts, vaccines/biopharmaceutical product development cycle times
can be substantially shortened while
guaranteeing commercial product in line
with all project ambitions and without
compromises.
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A New Era of Biomarker Discovery:
Harnessing the Clinical Power
of AI-Driven Glycoproteomics
Assessment of peripheral blood protein glycosylation has recently
become scalable, providing a new domain for biomarker research.
KLAUS LINDPAINTNER
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This opportunity should not be lost on pharmaceutical companies, given its potential to produce powerful new diagnostic
technologies and therapies.

THE PROMISE

Up to 70% of all proteins are glycosylated, making glycosylation by far the most common post-translational modification.
More importantly, the extreme diversity of glycans—in which
every compositional combination of monosaccharides may
take on a wide variety of structural moieties—generates a vast
repertoire of molecules, increasing the potential analyte space
of the proteome by several orders of magnitude.
A large body of research has shown that protein glycosylation is highly dynamic, changing in real time with physiologiKLAUS LINDPAINTNER, MD, MPH is chief scientific officer and
distinguished scientist at InterVenn BioSciences.
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M

ost strategies for liquid-biopsy-based early cancer
screening and detection suffer from modest sensitivity as well as insufficient specificity, and thus
miss many early-stage cancers, while resulting in unnecessary,
invasive, and expensive follow-up procedures. Despite the
large sample volumes analyzed, the false negative rates of
these technologies severely limit their utility. This is a result
of the tests’ reliance for accuracy on tumors shedding sufficient amounts of material into patients’ circulation.
Glycoproteomics provides an alternative by measuring
subtle shifts in the glycosylation profiles of relatively abundant
circulating proteins, such as immunoglobulins and acute phase
reactants. Recently, such changes have been demonstrated to
show highly sensitive and specific correlations with a range
of malignant diseases as well as other conditions, opening the
door for the glycopro-teome to serve as a new source of highly
accurate biomarkers that offer clinically relevant, pro-found
new insights into disease processes via simple blood samples.

Analytics

cal and pathological states and thus—at
its location far downstream the biological cascade from DNA and proximal
to phenotype—predestined to be a
highly differentiated and informative
source of biomarkers.
Conceptually different from conventional proteomic analysis, glycoproteomic
analysis does not depend on quantitative changes in abundance/expression of
a particular protein. Instead, it records
subtle shifts in the proportion of individual glycan moieties attached to a
given glycosylation site of a protein, a
domain completely missed by standard
laboratory analytical approaches, such as
immunoassays, which indiscriminately
recognize the peptide backbone without
further submolecular resolution.
Likewise, glycomic analysis, which
relies on the aggregate measurement
of different glycans after enzymatic
separation from their cognate proteins,
while occasionally yielding interesting results, discards the much more
granular information provided by an
analytical approach that preserves the
integrity of the glycosylated protein.
Glycoproteomics, therefore, allows
characterization of individual glycoproteins at the resolution of both the
glycan moieties and the amino-acid
residues to which they are covalently
attached (i.e., the glycosylation sites).

THE CHALLENGE

Like everywhere else, there is no free
lunch in life science either. The power
of analysis at the resolution of individual
protein glycoforms comes at the expense
of very challenging analytics. Discovery of novel protein glycoforms relies
entirely on the submolecular resolution
provided by mass spectrometry (MS).
Likewise, measuring known, previously
characterized, glycosylation isoforms of
a protein depends, by and large, on MS
because of the limited specificity and/
or difficult generation of glycan- and
glycoprotein-specific affinity reagents.
MS technology has, over the past decade
or so, become increasingly robust and
www.biopharminternational.com

dependable, but the instrumentation is
still expensive and complex, requiring
highly trained, specialized operators.
The true bottleneck,—paradoxically, a
consequence of the improvements in MS
technology and its throughput—however, is now represented by the volume
and complexity of the data generated
by MS. Glycoproteomic chromatogram
processing relies on experts laboriously
and manually calling and integrating the
area under the ragged peaks characteristic of the primary data output generated by MS. Until recently, even with the
best available software, this allowed only
a frustratingly slow “one-off ” approach
to glycoproteomic research and analysis,
which was unsuitable for translational
studies, and applications in which large
numbers of clinical samples need to be
analyzed to arrive at valid interpretations and, ultimately, clinical actionability. As an example, while running 100
patient samples on an MS can now be
carried out in the space of one to two
days, interpreting/processing the output,
assuming 1000 peaks per sample, will
keep a PhD busy for eight months.

THE MS-AIEMPOWERED SOLUTION

Enter artificial intelligence (AI). Ushering
in a foundational change in complex data
processing, AI-driven glycoproteomic
analysis can at long last be performed at
scale, five orders of magnitude faster, and
at superior fidelity and reproducibility
than was heretofore possible.
T h e b i o t e c h n o l o g y c om p a ny
InterVenn Biosciences, for example, has
developed a neural-network-based algorithm, which was trained by manually
curating hundreds of thousands of features (i.e., glycoproteome chromatographic peaks), and which performs
well on unseen test samples, reaching
near-perfect agreement (Pearson’s r 0.99)
with expert human annotation—as compared to ≈75% correlation using the most
advanced currently available software
packages. As a result, it can now process the 1000 features on each of 100

samples from the previous example to
yield numerical, normalized data directly
usable for biostatistical analysis in 6 minutes as opposed to full-time work by a
spectrometrist for eight months (1).

THE TRANSFORMATION OF
THE LIQUID BIOPSY CONCEPT

The insights gleaned from rapidly scaling glycoproteomic interrogation of
peripheral blood samples, admittedly
still at an early stage and based on a
limited number of pilot study examples, have been intriguing and powerful
(2–4). By focusing on readily accessible
high-abundance plasma glycoproteins,
which undergo significant changes in
their glycosylation status as part of a
systemic response to localized, remote
disease processes, liquid biopsy-based
glycoproteomics is opening an entirely
new domain of R&D interrogation,
resulting in identification of new biomarkers, which promise to meet the
exacting needs of the clinical markets.
These biomarkers have the potential
to accelerate the shift to a multi-omic
approach to precision medicine, with
benefits to individual patients and the
healthcare system overall.
Much more research is needed –
and being conducted—to understand
the biology behind these glycosylation
changes. Presumably, they are driven
by signal cascades activated by the
tumor mi-croenvironment of very early-stage tumors, or even precancerous
lesions, which are not detectable by ctor cf-DNA based methods. However,
highly informative glycoproteomic biomarkers can be measured that do not
depend on the presence of material shed
by the tumor, representing a sea change
for the role of liquid biopsy in disease
management and preventive care.
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Biologic Standards in
the Pharmacopoeias: An Update
Awareness of recently implemented—or ongoing—advances
by the pharmacopoeias can help biotherapeutic manufacturers
remain compliant with current requirements.
JOSEPH A. ALBANESE AND J. MARK WIGGINS
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pharmacopoeia standards for BTPs, including product-specific
monographs, performance-based and product class standards,
and general chapters, was summarized in an article published
in March 2020 (3). The authors now provide an update on the
development of these standards over the past two years, serving
as a reminder that companies need to stay up to date with
evolving pharmacopoeia requirements. The pharmacopoeias’
response to the COVID-19 pandemic is also described.

RESOURCES FOR COVID-19
FROM THE PHARMACOPOEIAS

The COVID-19 global pandemic significantly affected patients,
healthcare providers, and the pharmaceutical industry. The
pharmacopoeia bodies responded by preparing new or updating
currently available information. The US Pharmacopeia (USP)
provided two toolkits to stakeholders. The first can be used for
JOSEPH A. ALBANESE is the managing director and consultant
with Albanese Consulting, LLC. J. MARK WIGGINS is the owner and
compendial consultant with Global Pharmacopoeia Solutions, LLC.
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T

he increased number and complexity of biotherapeutic
products available to patients has spurred a commensurate increase in publicly available quality standards
from the pharmacopoeias. These standards, including general
chapters, monographs, and physical reference standards, can
help guide manufacturers to ensure the identity, strength,
quality, and purity of their products. Additionally, the global
COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated a swift response from
the pharmacopoeias to update existing standards and create
new standards and toolkits for their stakeholders. This article
highlights recently implemented or ongoing advances from
the pharmacopoeias.
The pharmacopoeias—the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.
Eur.) in particular—have published monographs for some
biological products since the 1990s, including human insulin,
somatropin, interferon, erythropoietin, and vaccines (1). With
the bio/pharmaceutical industry’s increased focus on developing complex biotherapeutic products (BTPs), pharmacopoeias
have been exploring a variety of approaches for developing
public quality standards for these products (2). The status of
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assessing vaccine handling and gives cold
chain requirements for the messenger
RNA (mRNA)-based COVID-19 vaccines (4). The toolkit provides frontline
practitioners with the most updated and
relevant COVID-19 vaccine information. The toolkit also included a visual
inspection guide to help identify falsified COVID-19 vaccines. USP’s second toolkit was focused on the available
documentary standards that support
vaccine laboratory assessments (5). The
second toolkit navigates the documentary
standards that are provided by the manufacturing platform rather than product-specific guidance.
Similarly, the European Directorate
for the Quality of Medicines and
HealthCare (EDQM) made texts from
the Ph.Eur. for vaccine developers available free on their website (6). EDQM
also released a guidance on recombinant viral vectored vaccines, which was
not available before the pandemic (7).
Both USP and EDQM collaborated
with other pharmacopoeias (India, Japan,
Mexico, World Health Organization,
etc.) to work on monographs of potential
interest for COVID-19 treatments (8).
USP revised their monographs for
alcohol (ethanol and dehydrated ethanol)
and isopropyl alcohol due to concerns
with possible methanol contamination.
Methanol was found in several hand sanitizers used by the public to stop the
spread of the virus (9). The revision to
add identification testing of methanol
was done in response to an FDA request
(10) due to the toxicity risk the public
faced should methanol be present in the
hand sanitizers. This affected most, if not
all, bio/pharmaceutical manufacturers
that supply the US market with excipients, drug substances, and drug products.

PRODUCT-SPECIFIC
MONOGRAPH DEVELOPMENT
FOR COMPLEX
BIOTHERAPEUTICS

Product-specific monographs for
complex biologics, such as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), are still quite
46
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rare in pharmacopoeia publications.
EDQM published monographs in
the Ph.Eur. for etanercept (11) and
infliximab concentrated solution (12)
in 2018. Based on the most current
work plan (13) for the Ph.Eur., there
are five more product-specific monographs for complex biologics currently
being elaborated. The monographs
for golimumab concentrated solution and golimumab injection (the
first product-specific monograph
for a mAb drug product) were published for comment in Pharmeuropa
(14). Additionally, a monograph for the
TNF-alpha inhibitor adalimumab is
being elaborated via the P1 procedure
with multiple manufacturers invited to
participate in the process (13). Lastly,
ustekinumab concentrated solution
and ustekinumab injection are the first
IL-12/IL-23 inhibitors to be studied
by EDQM for monograph development via the P4 process (13).
There are no product-specific mAb
monographs currently published in the
US Pharmacopeia (USP). However, USP
has indicated that it is open to begin
elaboration of a product-specific mAb
monograph, should a company wish
to donate the necessary information
(15). USP would notify stakeholders
through a compendial notice that it
is undertaking the elaboration of the
donated monograph. This would allow
all manufacturers and stakeholders to
respond to USP with concerns or to
state any objections.
The Chinese Pharmacopoeia (ChP)
had begun elaboration of several mAb
monographs (16), but to date, no drafts
of the monographs have been published
for comments. It is expected the monographs will become official in either
ChP 2020 Supplement 1 (expected
2023) or in ChP 2025.

“FOR EXAMPLE”
METHODS NOW DEFINED

During the elaboration of the infliximab concentrated solution and etanercept monographs, EDQM recognized

that flexibility with methods would be
integral to the useability of the monographs. The production section of the
product-specific monographs contains
a key test for glycans or N-Glycans for
either infliximab or etanercept, respectively. EDQM introduced the method
published in the monograph with the
following language: “The following procedure is given as an example” (12). This
approach was used because a manufacturer could employ a variety of method
techniques to meet a requirement as
allowed in Ph. Eur. general monograph—“Monoclonal Antibodies for
Human Use (2031).”
The phrase “for example” was originally defined in a technical guide from
EDQM but could be easily misinterpreted as a requirement rather than a
suggestion. EDQM has now added a
definition of “for example methods” to
the General Notices in the Ph. Eur.,
explaining the intent and compliance
expectations for a method of this type
(17). The addition of the definition to
the General Notices is a significant and
welcome change for stakeholders. The
revised General Notices clearly explain
that monographs containing the statement, “The following procedure is given
as an example,” indicates the method
has been validated for its intended purpose. A manufacturer may choose to
implement the “for example” method as
written with appropriate verification on
its product, or it may use a suitably validated procedure that is approved by the
competent authority. If using a different
method than the “for example” method,
the manufacturer does not have to show
the equivalence of its suitably validated
method to the “for example” method.

FIRST “HORIZONTAL
STANDARD” FOR
BIOTHERAPEUTIC
MONOGRAPHS

Today, there are several TNF-alpha
inhibitor products available, and manufacturers have used a wide variety
of methods to assess the potency of
www.biopharminternational.com
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these mAbs. EDQM has completed
a multi-lab evaluation wherein four
approved bioassay methods for specific products were studied to determine their respective suitability
for the entire class of TNF-alpha
antagonist products (18). The result
of these studies has produced a new
general chapter: “Cell-based Assays
for Potency Determination of TNFalpha Antagonists (2.7.26)”. The
general chapter will become official
in Ph. Eur. volume 11, supplement 1
(official date: April 2023).
This general chapter is referred to
as a horizontal standard, meaning the
content of the chapter is widely applicable to multiple product-specific monographs. The general chapter provides
manufacturers with the flexibility to
choose from the four assay types presented in the chapter or use a different cell-based assay (with the approval
of a competent authority). Two product-specific monographs (etanercept
and infliximab concentrated solution)
have been updated to indicate the
example procedure would be the specific cell-based assay originally used and
that the other three cell-based assay test
procedures in 2.7.26 that were verified
by the study are also suitable for specific
products (18).
This is the first of three horizontal
standards that EDQM intends to elaborate and make official. Two other horizontal standards are currently being
elaborated by EDQM: “Capillary
Isoelectric Focusing for Recombinant
Therapeutic Monoclonal antibodies (2.5.44)” and “Size Exclusion
Chromatography for Recombinant
Therapeutic Monoclonal Antibodies
(2.5.43)” (19).

developed (20). The general chapter, “Gene Transfer Medicinal Products
(GTMPs) for Human Use (5.14),” is
being divided into a general monograph,
“Gene Therapy Medicinal Products for
Human Use (3186)” and a new general chapter “Additional Information
on Gene Therapy Medicinal Products
for Human Use (5.34).” The general
monograph provides new information
for genetically modified autologous
human cells and oncolytic herpes simplex virus for human cells. Additionally,
information related to the definition,
general requirements on the production of GTMPs, recombinant vectors,
and genetically modified cells previously
found in the general chapter (5.14) has
been revised for inclusion in the general
monograph. The new general chapter
provides new information for genetically modified bacterial cells for human
use and updated requirements for retroviridae-derived vectors for human use.
The final change to CGT standards
is to general chapter “Raw Materials of
Biological Origin for the Production of
Cell-based Therapy Medicinal Products
(5.2.12).” The chapter is under revision
to indicate it is no longer a stand-alone,
and vector requirements will now reference the new general monograph 3186.
The British Pharmacopoeia published
a best practice guidance for Advanced
Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMP)
Flow Cytometry and Vector Copy
Number (21). The guidance addresses
the complexity and risk associated
with each stage of assay development
of advanced therapy medicinal products. The guidance offers a practical
and phase appropriate validation tool to
help ensure the success of a manufacturer’s CGT program.

CELL AND GENE
THERAPY PRODUCTS

BIOLOGICS,
OLIGONUCLEOTIDES,
AND PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS

EDQM has either updated or is currently revising several Ph. Eur. general
chapters that will be applicable for
emerging cell and gene therapy (CGT)
products that are being approved and
www.biopharminternational.com

USP has manufactured four mAb performance standards and has made
them available for purchase (22). These

mAb standards have molecular weights
between 146K and 150K daltons with
different isoelectric points and can be
used as system suitability controls in a
variety of commonly used methods for
mAb analysis, such as charged variants,
molecular weight determination, and
glycosylation. The development of the
standards was driven by stakeholder
engagement sessions led by USP. USP
indicates that these standards can be reliably and reproducibly manufactured to
ensure a long-term supply and can serve
as a control for a newly developed assay.
Additionally, USP is focusing on the
development of oligonucleotide-related
standards (performance standards) for
raw materials (23). Phosphoramidites
are the target for initial standard development due to their criticality to the
supply of this emerging therapeutic
class. Five performance standards are
characterized by mass spectrometry and
31
P and 1H NMR. These performance
standards can be used for controlling
and monitoring reactive impurities in
phosphoramidites.

CONCLUSION

As more biotherapeutics products come
to market, it is important for manufacturers to ensure their products comply
with current pharmacopoeial standards,
which are constantly evolving. The new
and revised quality standards published
by the world’s pharmacopoeia serve to
ensure patients receive drug products of
the appropriate identity, strength, quality, and purity. Manufacturers can expect
that these new standards will continue
to be elaborated for the foreseeable
future, and it is critical that they maintain a surveillance process to identify
and assess the changes as they happen.
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Contin. from page 17
reformulation they are undertaking.
“For example, when developing a new
formulation of a drug for the same
indication, achieving bioequivalence
for the new formulation with the existing one poses a significant challenge,
because it is no longer a like-for-like
comparison,” he asserts.
“Reformulation can also be considered to reduce the size of the dose of
a medication, to improve safety profile and patient compliance,” Jagdish
continues. “Again, in this case, there
is a need to demonstrate that the efficacy of the lower dose is equivalent to
that of the already clinically proven and
approved higher dose.”
Providing another example, Jagdish
points out that when developing a fixeddose combination therapy from two
independently approved drugs, demonstration of the bioequivalence can also
be tricky. “Here, in addition to maintaining bioequivalence with the two existing
single-dose products, companies have to
ensure the compatibility of the two drugs
when in the same formulation,” he says.
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When reformulating large molecules,
Jagdish emphasizes that additional
challenges—when compared with
those facing small-molecule formulators—need to be addressed. Challenges
such as solubility, absorption, and stability, he specifies.
Because large molecules are commonly administered via intravenous
injection, it can be desirable and more
patient-friendly to reformulate a drug
product to be administered in an alternative way. “Often the focus of a change
in the route of administration for a biological medicine is to enable a change
f rom a time-intensive intravenous
administration to a single subcutaneous injection,” Jezek confirms. “This
[change] requires developing a highly
concentrated formulation of the product
that can be delivered via a small volume
in a single injection.”
However, by reducing the volume
of injectable product, the viscosity can
become problematic. “Challenges that
need to be overcome in developing
these high concentration formulations
is high viscosity (which can make the
product too difficult to inject) as well as
the propensity of proteins to aggregate

(resulting in the formation of particles,
which are unacceptable in pharmaceutical compositions),” Jezek explains. “In
addition, proteins are subject to chemical degradation such as hydrolytic cleavage or oxidation. Innovative approaches
to formulation design are often required
to overcome these challenges.”
Yet, there are relatively easier reformulation routes, such as updating
the excipients or the manufacturing
process to extend the product’s line,
Jagdish states. “Reformulation in these
cases often simply involve step changes
in the production process or the
preparation of ingredients to enhance
product quality or to improve manufacturing efficiency,” he specifies. “New
ingredients are not generally involved,
reducing the number of challenges that
need to be overcome.”
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Weighing Up Big Pharma

Growth in the Cell and
Gene Therapy Market
Biopharma focuses on streamlining biomanufacturing and supply
chain issues to drive uptake of cell and gene therapies.
CLEO BERN HARTLEY
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C

ell and gene therapies (CGTs) offer significant
advances in patient care by helping to treat or
potentially cure a range of conditions that have been
untouched by small molecule and biologic agents. Over the
past two decades, more than 20 CGTs have been approved
by FDA in the United States and many of these one-time
treatments cost between US$375,00 and US$2 million a
shot (1). Given the high financial outlay and patient expectations of these life-saving therapies, it is essential that manufacturers provide integrated services across the whole of the
supply chain to ensure efficient biomanufacturing processes
and seamless logistics to reduce barriers to uptake.
The following looks at the who, what, when, and why of
biomanufacturing and logistics in CGTs in the bio/pharmaceutical industry in more detail.

WHO: WINNERS AND LOSERS

According to market research, the global gene therapy market
will reach US$9.0 billion by 2027 due to favorable reimbursement policies and guidelines, product approvals and fast-track
designations, growing demand for chimeric antigen receptor
www.biopharminternational.com

(CAR) T cell-based gene therapies, and improvements in RNA,
DNA, and oncolytic viral vectors (1).
In 2020, CGT manufacturers attracted approximately
US$2.3 billion in investment funding (1). Key players in the
CGT market include Amgen, Bristol-Myers Squibb Company,
Dendreon, Gilead Sciences, Novartis, Organogenesis, Roche
(Spark Therapeutics), Smith Nephew, and Vericel. In recent
years, growth in the CGT market has fueled some high-profile mergers and acquisitions including bluebird bio/BioMarin,
Celgene/Juno Therapeutics, Gilead Sciences/Kite, Novartis/
AveXis and the CDMO CELLforCURE, Roche/Spark
Therapeutics, and Smith & Nephew/Osiris Therapeutics.
Many bio/pharma companies are re-considering their commercialization strategies and have re-invested in R&D to
standardize vector productions and purification, implement
forward engineering techniques in cell therapies, and improve
cryopreservation of cellular samples as well as exploring the
CLEO BERN HARTLEY is a pharma consultant, former pharma
analyst, and research scientist.
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development of off-the-shelf allogeneic
cell solutions (2).

The successful
development
of CGTs has
highlighted major
bottlenecks in the
manufacturing
facilities.
The successful development of CGTs
has highlighted major bottlenecks in the
manufacturing facilities, and at times, a
shortage of raw materials (3). Pharma
companies are now taking a close look
at their internal capabilities and either
investing in their own manufacturing
facilities or outsourcing to contract
development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) or contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs) to
expand their manufacturing abilities (4).
Recently, several CDMOs—Samsung
Biologics, Fujifilm Diosynth, Boehringer
Ingelheim, and Lonza—have all
expanded their biomanufacturing facilities to meet demand (5).
A major challenge for CGT manufacturers is the seamless delivery of
advanced therapies. There is no room
for error. If manufacturers cannot
deliver the CGT therapy to the patient
with ease, the efficacy of the product
becomes obsolete. Many of these therapies are not ‘off-the-shelf ’ solutions
and therefore require timely delivery
and must be maintained at precise temperatures to remain viable. Thus, manufacturers must not only conform to
regulations, but they must also put in
place logistical processes and contingency plans to optimize tracking, packaging, cold storage, and transportation
through the product’s journey. Time is
of the essence, and several manufactur50
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ers have failed to meet patient demands,
which have significant impacts on the
applicability of these agents.

WHAT: LEADING INNOVATORS

Several CAR T-cell therapies have now
been approved; however, research indicates that a fifth of cancer patients who
are eligible for CAR-T therapies pass
away while waiting for a manufacturing
slot (6). Initially, the manufacture of many
of these autologous products took around
a month, but certain agents can now be
produced in fewer than two weeks (7).
Companies are exploring new ways to
reduce vein-to-vein time (collection and
reinfusion) through the development of
more advanced gene-transfer tools with
CARs (such as transposon, CRISPR
(Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats) among others, and
the use of centralized organization with
standardized apheresis centers (5). Others
are exploring the use of the of allogeneic
stem cells including Regen Biopharma,
Escape Therapeutics, Lonza, Pluristem
Therapeutics, and ViaCord (7).
Several gene therapies have also been
approved, mainly in the treatment of
rare disease (8). Many companies are
evaluating novel gene therapy vectors
to increase levels of gene expression/
protein productions, reduce immunogenicity and improve durability including Astellas Gene Therapies, Bayer,
ArrowHead Pharmaceuticals, Bayer,
Bluebird Bio, Intellia Therapeutics,
Kystal Biotech, MeiraGTx, Regenxbio,
Roche, Rocket Pharmaceuticals,
S a n g a m o T h e r a p e u t i c s , Ve r t e x
Pharmaceuticals, Verve Therapeutics,
and Voyager Therapeutics (8).
While many biopharma companies
have established their own in-house
CGT good manufacturing practice
(GMP) operation capabilities, others
are looking to decentralize manufacturing and improve distribution by relying
on external contracts with CDMOs
and CMOs such as CELLforCURE,
CCRM, Cell Therapies Pty Ltd (CTPL),
Cellular Therapeutics Ltd (CTL), Eufets

GmbH, Gravitas Biomanufacturing,
Hitachi Chemical Advances Therapeutic
Solutions, Lonza, MasTHerCell,
MEDINET Co., Takara Bio, and XuXi
PharmaTech (6, 9, 10).

WHEN: NEW ARRIVALS

The top 50 gene therapy start-up companies have attracted more than $11.6
billion in funds in recent years, with the
top 10 companies generating US$5.3
billion in series A to D funding rounds
(10). US-based Sana Biotechnology
leads the field garnering US$700 million to develop scalable manufacturing for genetically engineered cells and
its pipeline program, which include
CAR-T cell-based therapies in oncology and CNS (Central Ner vous
System) disorders (11). In second place,
Editas Medicine attracted $656.6 million to develop CRISPR nuclease gene
editing technologies to develop gene
therapies for rare disorders (12).

WHY: PLUSES AND MINUSES

Overall, CGTs have attracted the
pharma industry’s attention as they
provide an alternative route to target
diseases that are poorly served by pharmaceutical and/or medical interventions,
such as rare and orphan diseases. Private
investors continue to pour money into
this sector because a single shot has the
potential to bring long-lasting clinical
benefits to patients (13). In addition, regulators have approved several products
and put in place fast track designation to
speed up patient access to these life-saving medicines. Furthermore, healthcare
providers have established reimbursement policies and manufacturers have
negotiated value- and outcome-based
contracts to reduce barriers to access to
these premium priced products
On the downside, the manufacture
of CGTs is labor intensive and expensive with manufacturing accounting
for approximately 25% of operating
expenses, plus there is still significant
variation in the amount of product
produced. On the medical side, many
www.biopharminternational.com
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patients may not be suitable candidates for CGTs or not produce durable
response due to pre-exposure to the
viral vector, poor gene expression, and/
or the development of immunogenicity due to pre-exposure to viral vectors.
Those that can receive these therapies
may suffer infusion site reactions, and
unique adverse events such as cytokine release syndrome and neurological
problems both of which can be fatal if
not treated promptly (14).

CGTs have attracted
the pharma
industry’s attention
as they provide an
alternative route to
target diseases.

Despite the considerable advances
that have been made in the CGT field
to date, there is still much work needed
to enhance the durability of responses,
increase biomanufacturing efficiencies
and consistency and to implement a
seamless supply chain that can ensure
these agents are accessible, cost-effective,
and a sustainable option to those in need.
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difference between regulatory compliance and real compliance is having an organization chart that separates
quality and operations vs. having that same organization
chart supported by SOPs that demonstrate quality has the
responsibility and authority to operate independently.
Here’s a more practical example of regulatory compliance vs. real compliance. US 21 CFR 211.25(a) requires
“Each person engaged in the manufacture, processing,
packing, or holding of a drug product shall have education, training, and experience or any combination
thereof, to enable that person to perform the assigned
functions” (2). A regulatory compliance approach would
be to offer every employee annual GMP training and
document their attendance. A real compliance approach
would be to provide effective training to the employees by
assessing their comprehension of the material and offering follow-up training as necessary.
Another practical example of regulatory compliance vs. real compliance is examining how a company
approaches investigations. A strictly regulatory compliance approach to an investigation results in a firm not
determining the true root cause of an issue because
the focus is on completing the investigation in a selfimposed time frame instead of focusing on the quality
of the investigation. Real compliance organizations focus
on determining the true root cause(s) and using that
information across their manufacturing facility to drive
continuous improvements and prevent recurrence of the
deviation that prompted the investigation.
Taking a regulatory compliance only approach to operations may be less expensive in the short term, but in the
long term it will most likely result in more expenditure
to fix the problems that could have been avoided if a
real compliance approach was implemented throughout
the organization.

and then faithfully transitioning that to the acquiring organization (and usually eventually to higher-volume operations) using
digital twins can ensure quality, compliance, assurance, and
continued on-time delivery. Companies can even gain visibility
into the ‘last mile’ to ensure that the therapies are delivered and
used as prescribed.
Lastly, when there are biopharmaceutical mergers, acquisitions, and spin-out companies—and if an enterprise has its
existing supply chain ecosystems digitized—those functions
are much easier to transfer ownership. As each relationship is
mapped, every aspect of the supply chain is cataloged, and a
record of the activities throughout the supply chain is maintained; thus, another entity can take over and integrate operations quickly and easily.
‘Black swan’ events are unpredictable, and the biopharmaceutical supply chain challenges are a fact of business life.
However, technological developments are finally enabling
manufacturers to tackle drug security and inventory losses
while optimizing operations through the complete digitization of the supply chain. Building digital twin ecosystems
enable predictive modeling, real-time alerts, and the ability to
convene stakeholders across enterprises in a collective effort to
safeguard drug quality, integrity, and security and enable biopharma manufacturers to meet the stringent demands laid out
by measures, such as the DSCSA.
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Regulatory Compliance Versus Real Compliance

Q:

I just attended a meeting where someone
talked about the concept of real compliance. Can you explain what they were referring to?

A:

This is a great question because I believe
there is a difference between regulatory
compliance and real compliance. Let’s start with
what we mean by regulatory compliance. The current good manufacturing practice (CGMP) regulations for drugs contain minimum requirements
for the methods, facilities, and controls used in the
manufacturing, processing, labeling, and packaging of drug products.
In the United States, some of the laws are
delineated in section 501(a)(2)(B) of the Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which states, “A drug
shall be deemed to be adulterated if the methods
used in, or the facilities or controls used for, its
manufacture, processing, packaging, or holding do not conform to or are not operated or
administered in conformity with current good
manufacturing practice to assure that such drug
meets the requirements of this [Act] as to safety
and has the identity and strength, and meets the
quality and purity characteristics, which it purports or is represented to possess” (1).
US Title 21 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part
211 establishes the regulations based on the law.
The regulations contained in 21 CFR 211 do not
tell you how to specifically meet these regulatory
requirements but, rather, tell you what is expected
of your quality management system in order to
achieve compliance to the regulations. The goal of
regulatory compliance is to satisfy the regulations
to achieve a satisfactory inspectional outcome.
Real compliance is how a company interprets
the regulatory requirements and expectations and
applies them to their specific operations. Real compliance is rooted in a commitment to quality at
all levels of an organization. A real compliance
approach takes a high-level view of quality and
allows the organization to put in controls and
oversight that helps prevent deviations from occurring. It also provides a better understanding of the

Susan J. Schniepp,
is distinguished
fellow at Regulatory
Compliance Associates

impact of a deviation when they do occur during
manufacturing. Organizations that adopt a quality-based philosophy (real compliance) minimize
the impact when deviations of a serious nature
occur. Real compliance is the practical application
of a quality management system and how it is integrated in the facility. The goal of real compliance
is to achieve a sustainable state of control at the
facility based on scientific principles, best practices,
and continual improvement efforts. The best way
to explain the difference between regulatory compliance and real compliance is to perform a thorough compare-and-contrast exercise.
The regulations clearly require companies to
have written procedures that are in the form of
standard operating procedures (SOPs). The common language used in 21 CFR 211 to indicate SOPs
are required can be exemplified by 21 CFR 211.22
“Responsibilities of quality control unit”, which
states “(d) The responsibilities and procedures
applicable to the quality control unit shall be in
writing; such written procedures shall be followed”
(2). This type of wording can be found is sections
of 21 CFR 211 governing personnel qualifications,
building and facilities, equipment, production and
process control, labeling issuance, warehousing
procedures, etc. The regulatory requirement is met
by having SOPs, but real compliance is met having
SOPs that reflect your operations. For example, if
you outsource product testing you would not need
an SOP on how to investigate out-of-specification (OOS) results because you are not performing
that activity. Instead, you might replace it with an
SOP describing how you work with your contract
test laboratory when they are investigating an
OOS result associated with your product. Another
example between regulatory compliance and real
compliance is just having a complaint department
vs. having a complaint department that is manned
by employees that understand their responsibilities and are trained in complaint handling best
practices. Another comparison demonstrating the
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Susan J. Schniepp, distinguished fellow at Regulatory
Compliance Associates, addresses the difference between
regulatory compliance and real compliance.
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